Senate elections

Football

Run-off elections for
several Student Senate positions will be held Thursday, Sept. 10, from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Call Student
Government for details.

To see what's in store for
the Clemson football team
this season, see the special
1987 football preview
distributed with today's
issue of "The Tiger."
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Parade begins
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$10 lab fee
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The thirteenth annual First
Friday celebration, the kickoff of the 1987 football
season, will begin tonight at
6 p.m. with the First Friday
Parade.
The parade, which is sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity and the Central
Spirit committee, will honor
President Emeritus Walter
Cox, who retired from University service in April. Cox will
serve as the parade's grand
marshall.
The parade will also feature
Miss Clemson Wanda Connelly,
Tiger Band, the University
cheerleaders and more than
30 floats and marching units.
The parade will start at
Mills Road in the Thornhill
Village section of campus and
will proceed down Highway 93
ending in front of Sikes Hall.
The theme of this year's
parade is "CAT-ASTROPHE
'87," referring to the University's Saturday football opponent, the Western Carolina
Catamounts.
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Delta Gamma sisters Julie Hardwick, Ann Marie Goldsmith, Kristy Helms and Sandra
Green prepare an entry for Friday's parade.
Following the parade, the participate in the pageant, Dance and Concert Commitcheerleaders, Rally Cats and the winner of which will be tee of the University Union
Tiger Band will conduct a pep chosen by students casting a will sponsor a free concert in
rally in the Outdoor Theater. penny per vote. Proceeds the Outdoor Theater. EnterFollowing the rally, event from the Miss First Friday tainment will be provided by
organizers will crown the first contest will benefit Helping several bands, including
Miss First Friday.
Hands of Clemson. Sometimes Why and Little
Participating organizations
After the crowning of Miss America.
will nominate a contestant to First Friday, the Central

Genetic engineering research to start in November
by Mark Schoen
editor in chief
Scientists at the University
plan to begin in early November the field testing of
genetically-engineered microorganisms, part of a $607,000
industry-funded research
project.
The 18-month project, funded
by Monsanto Co. of St. Louis,
will consist of genetically adding a color marker to a common soil bacterium, and then
releasing quantities of the
bacterium into a controlled
field environment, said
Horace Skipper, professor of
agronomy and co-principal investigator in the project.
The color marker will enable the researchers to track
and, therefore, easily study
the bacterium (pseudomonas
fluorescens) as it exists in the
soil, Skipper said.
An advisory panel of the
Environmental Protection
Agency has stated that the
altered organism poses no
threat to the environment,
but the project is awaiting
final EPA approval before it
can begin. In addition, two
days of open discussion took

This [project] allows
us to be on the
cutting edge of biotechnology research.
Horace Skipper
place in Biackviile, S.C., a
town near the Clemson-owned
Edisto Research and Education Center, to hear the pubhe's comments on the genetics project.
The color-marked bacterium has little practical value
in its present form, but the
project is the first step in important pesticide research,
Skipper said.
"Once we have demonstrated to the EPA that we
can track the organism, the
next stage would be a bacterium with a pesticide inserted into it, along with the
color marker," Skipper said.
"The advantage of this
kind of pesticide [over the
traditional pesticides] is that
it requires less chemicals, and

it produces the pesticides exactly where it is needed, in a
very precise manner."
The genetic engineering
project, called the Clemson
Agri-Biotech Initiative, has
prevented Skipper from
teaching this semester, but he
sees research of this kind as a
long-term benefit to teaching.
"We want to take this re-,
search and get it to the producer, but also share with the
students," Skipper said.
"This is something that the
students need to be aware of,
learn and even do. Maybe
next semester this project
will be at a point where they
[the students] can use it."
Skipper also said that this
research will provide addi-

tional opportunities for the
University to work with industry.
"This allows us to be on the
cutting edge of biotechnology
research," Skipper said. "As
far as industry is concerned,
this is only the tip of the
iceberg.
"Once we can demonstrate
this model system and prove
that it works effectively in
the environment, we would be
sitting in a very good position
to work with industry on new
pesticide projects, or work
with the EPA."
This project will be only the
third time that geneticallyengineered microorganisms
have been field tested. That
puts Clemson University in
"a very elite group," Skipper
said.
Ellis Kline, professor of
microbiology, is the other coprincipal investigator for the
project, and tae project's research team also includes Dan
Kluepfel, professor of plant
pathology and physiology;
Tom Hughes, professor of
microbiology and agronomy;
and DeWitt Gooden, professor of agronomy at the
Edisto Center.

by Sonia Morrow
entertainment editor
A new $10 lab fee has been
added to the tuition paid by
students enrolled in any of
the 750 laboratory courses at
the University.
"We estimated that
$280,000 would be generated
by the institution of lab fees,"
said Thomas Harbin, assistant vice president of finance.
"The fees will go into the
general fund and will then be
distributed to departments
that are in need of the
money."
The lab fees were imposed
in order to decrease overall
University fees, Harbin said.
"Admission fees increased
8.3 percent for in-state students and 14.8 percent for
out-of-state students. The lab
fees were incorporated in
order to fund departments
that used labs," he said.
"Mr. [David] Larson [vice
president for business and
finance] had to come up with a
budget proposal,'' Harbin
said. "In order to remain competitive with other universities, a group of changes had
to be made." .
Other changes included a
new admissions application
fee and a transcript fee.
The only students exempt
from the lab fee are graduate
assistants and students who
are allowed, by law, to receive
free tuition. Variable credit
courses, primarily in research
areas, were also not included
in the list of courses to be
charged.
"We have received a good
deal of letters from various
department heads concerning
these fees," Harbin said. "A
committee will review these
letters and make changes in
the program where necessary.
"The majority of the
changes will not take place until the spring semester," he
said, "li any classes are questionable, they will be referred
to the Undergraduate Curriculum Comrr' i^e for consideration."
Most students were charged
the $10 fee when preliminary
bills were mailed in August.
However, if a laboratory
course was added during the
first week of classes, the
enrolled student will receive
an additional bill for the lab
fee. If a student drops the
course he will not receive a refund.
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Asbestos removal scheduled to begin early next year
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
' The removal of asbestos from
Barnett Hall may begin as early as
January 1988, University Housing
Director Peter Perhac said Tuesday.
Perhac said that the S.C. Joint
Bond Review Committee approved $1
million in July to fund the cleanup of
Barnett.
He said that in January of 1987, the
Joint Bond Review Committee
awarded the University $1 million for
the Barnett project, but rescinded it
due to a technicality.
The committee had awarded the

money to the University for use on
educational buildings and not auxiliary buildings such as housing,
Perhac said.
During the summer the committee
decided that the University could use
the money for auxiliary buildings.
"We're now meeting to look at all
the different scenarios available to accomplish the asbestos abatement program at Barnett. We're looking towards Jan. 1, 1988 to start the project," Perhac said.
Perhac said that before the removal
of asbestos from Barnett could begin,
Barnett residents would have to be
temporarily relocated.

In the asbestos abatement of Lever,
Perhac said that the housing department is waiting to receive word from
the federal government about a loan
that Housing applied for.
"In June 1987 we applied to the
federal government for a Housing and
Urban Development Loan for $1.5
million to remove the asbestos in
Lever. We're supposed to hear from
the federal government on Sept. 30 as
to whether the loan was approved,"
Perhac said.
Perhac said that the University is
bidding against many other colleges
for the loan.
"If we receive [the loan], we're prob-

ably looking to January 1989 to start
that project," Perhac said.
Barnett and Lever are just two of
79 buildings on campus that contain
asbestos, a carcinogen that was banned in 1973 by the federal government.
According to Jack Wilson, assistant vice president for business and
finance, total removal of asbestos
from University Ibuildings is estimated at $37 million. An additional
$38 million would be necessary for
transition buildings during the asbestos removal, Wilson said.

Campus extension in Japan possible
from News Services
Clemson University is
among a group of American
universities that are working
with Japanese municipalities
to create American college
campuses on Japanese soil.
Sponsored by the USAJapan Committee for Promoting Trade Expansion, the
idea is to establish a number
of branch campuses on land
donated by Japan.
The campuses will serve to
teach both American and
Asian students in English,
with faculty from American
universities.
Yusuke Kataoka, the executive director of the
Japan-U.S. Trade Association,
toured the University's hightech areas Sept. 1, in a first
step toward estabhshing an
educational link between his
country and the Upstate.
The driving force behind
the project is Bobby Wixson,
dean of the College of
Sciences. Wixson, who joined
the University in August, negotiated and administered
technical exchange agreements for the Center for International Programs and
Studies at the University of
Missouri at Rolla.
He played a key role in negotiating the agreement between Japan's city of Nakajo
and the Mid-America State
Universities Association that

will lead to the establishment
of a branch campus in
Nakajo. The agreement was
finalized in July.
"We're excited about the
possibility of providing expanded educational opportunities for American and
Japanese students," said
Wixson, who is working to
establish a consortium of
Southeastern universities—of
which the University will be a
member—that may set up a
branch university in cities
such as Kumamoto.
"We're particularly interested in that area because of
its high-tech industry. We
think it would offer an enormous education to students interested in those fields,"
Wixson said.
Japanese municipalities
will provide the land and construct the buildings. The consortium of universities will
provide- the professors, and
students will earn U.S. degrees. Lectures will be financed by Japanese private
firms, and fellowships and
scholarships will be provided
by Japanese industrial and
business groups.
"We feel that the project
will provide American and
other students in Japan the
chance to learn at American
institutions of higher education while, at the same time,
experiencing Japanese cul-

ture and making a contribution to the enhancement
and maintenance of healthy
international cultural and
trade relationships," Wixson
added.
About 60 American colleges and universities have
expressed an interest in the
project, and several Japanese
communities have agreed to a
number of incentive programs
to make the creation of these
campuses possible.
"It's a bold new step
toward trade expansion,"
Wixson said.
"Aside from offering unique opportunities for Clemson faculty and students, the
program also will be instrumental in promoting small
business in both South
Carolina and Japan," Wixson
added. "We're looking at
marketing products on both
sides, so South Carolina small
business could stand to profit
a great deal."
The initiative follows University President Max
Lennon's suggestion to faculty and staff that they
"think globally." In his annual address Aug. 19, Lennon
asked each Clemson faculty
member to plan to visit a
foreign country this year, focusing on Asian countries
where population and economic growth will be the
greatest in the 21st century.

Bill Harmon/staff photographer

No parking
The Clemson police have begun strictly enforcing the r
fire lane law which prohibits parking in front of stores at
local shopping centers. The crackdown was partly inspired
by firefighters' inability to reach the Feb. 27 fire at Village
Green Apartments, according to Richard Davidson, city of*
Clemson fire marshal.

Secy, of Navy, journalists to speak at convention
from News Services
Secretary of the Navy
James Webb and executives
of two national magazines
will address public sessions of
a student convention at the
University next week.
More than 600 delegates
from 200 colleges and universities are expected to gather
at Clemson Sept. 10-13 for
the 1987 National Convention
of Student Alumni Associations and Student Foundations.
"Parade" magazine editor
Walter Anderson will address
the convention Sept. 11 at
9:30 a.m. in Tillman Hall
auditorium.

file photo

Matt Locke

Former student body president dies
from staff reports
Former Student Body President Matte Locke died over
the summer after a prolonged
battle with a rare form of
cancer.
Locke, who graduated in
1986, died May 27 from

Burkitt's Lymphoma at the
National Institute of Health
in Bethesda, Md. His death
came after diagnosis that the
cancer had gone into remission.
Locke's widow, Lisa Knight
Locke is attending school
here at Clemson.

Navy Secretary Webb will
speak Sept. 11 at 6:30 p.m. in
Tillman, where Randy Jones,
publisher of "Esquire"
magazine, will speak at 9 a.m.
Sept. 12.
All three speeches will be
open to the public at no
charge, but convention
delegates will have priority
seating.
Anderson, a former investigative reporter and
newspaper editor, is senior
vice president of "Parade"
Publications Inc. Since he
became "Parade" editor in
1980, the magazine's circulation has grown from 21.6
million to 30 million.
Webb, a journalist and

lawyer who has written three*
best-selling novels, became
the 66th secretary of the
Navy in April.
His experience in the Middle East includes Emmy
Award-winning coverage of
the U.S. Marines in Beirut for*
the MacNeil-Lehrer News
Hour in 1983.
A highlight of the student
convention will be a "spirit*
competition" Sept. 11 from
1-4 p.m. in Memorial
Stadium. Delegates will enter,
the stadium by running down
the hill behind the east end
zone, the traditional path of
the Clemson football team,*
and then vie for honors for
school spirit and enthusiasm.

Students reminded to move cars tonight
from staff reports
West campus students are
reminded to move their cars
by midnight tonight or risk
towing.
Vehicles must be moved
from resident lots 3, 4 and 5;
commuter lots 3, 6 and 7; and

employee lots next to Sirrine
Hall and the Physical Plant.
All of these lots with the exception of the employee lots
are located on or west of
Williamson Road.
Vehicles may be moved into
commuter lots 1, 2, 4 and 5
after noon today and into
unrestricted employee spaces

after 4:30 p.m. today.
All vehicles parked on the
grass in the vicinity of
Calhoun Courts, Thornhill
Village and the highrises wiil
receive tickets and will be
towed.
Students are encouraged to
get visitor parking passes for
their guests and to have them
park in legal spaces.
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Coming Up

President Emeritus Walter Cox will be honored tomorrow with a barbecue dinner in
Littlejohn Coliseum. Cox, who is now serving the University on a part-time, contractual
basis, has been associated with Clemson for 52 years.

University will honor president emeritus
by Ten Pfeiffer
staff writer
Tomorrow the University
will honor President Emeritus Walter Cox with a barbecue following the football
game. A scholarship will be
established in his name in
tribute to his service to the
University.
"We wanted to do something that would give all the
Clemson alumni and friends
the opportunity to express
their love and appreciation for
Dean Cox," University President Max Lennon said.
A barbecue dinner and program in Littlejohn Coliseum

will follow the ClemsonWestern Carolina football
game. The scholarship award
winners will be announced
during the program. Winners
will be selected on academic
potential and performance.
Cox has been associated
with the University for 52
years. He served the University as an administrator in
the Athletic Department, director of public relations and
alumni affairs, vice president
for student affairs and dean of
students, and as University
president from July 1985 to
February 1986.
Cox was named special
assistant to the president in

March 1986 and president
emeritus in April 1986. He
also served as acting vice
president for institutional advancement from July 1986 to
March 1987.
He retired from the University on April 30, 1987.

Correction
Last week's article about
the University's computer
system inaccurately reported that passwords are
not needed to log on the
NAS mainframe. Passwords
are needed, and students can
call 656-3494 if they have
computer-related questions.

Sept. 7

Short course: "Working Wardrobe." Sponsored by the University Union (656-2461), 7-9 p.m., $15.

Sept. 7-8

Blood drive. Sponsored by Angel
Flight and Arnold Air Society
(656-2035), 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
Palmetto Ballroom.

Sept. 9

Performance: Fabjance the Magician. Sponsored by Campus
Awareness, (656-2053) 8 p.m.,
Tillman Hall Auditorium, free.
Co-op Career Day.
Short course: "Golf Instruction."
Sponsored by the University
Union (656-2461), 4-6 p.m., $40.

Sept. 11-12 Outdoors; Whitewater rafting
down the Gauley River in West
Virginia. Sponsored by the
University Union (656-2461).

Effective Monday, Sept 7..
the hours of the laundry at
Thornhill Village and the Dlllard Building will be changed to
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. for your convenience.
The washerette part will remain at 8 a.m. to midnight
Monday through Saturday, and 10 a.m. to midnight on
Sunday.
One FREE Wash and Dry
when you present this
coupon. At Thornhill
Village Laundromat only
Coupon good through 9/18/87

Coupons
Valid at
Thornhill
Village
Only

Receive a 20%
discount on Laundry and
Drycleaning when you
present this coupon with
your clothes. At Thornhill
Village office only.
Coupon good through 9/18/87

The Thornhill Village call office is located at just about the
middle of Thornhill Village Apartments just off McMillan
Road. The Dillard Building is located on the corner of Klugh
Avenue just up from the football stadium.
We appreciate your business. Thank you!
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Administration's new
laboratory fee illogical
The University administration has proven itself
illogical by its recent decision to levy a fee on students for
each laboratory course in which they are enrolled.
Every student who preregistered for the fall semester
was assessed $10 per laboratory course. Some of the
courses listed as labs are music classes such as band and
chorus; leisure skills classes; military science classes; and
drama and speech classes.
The reasoning behind the University's decision to
charge students who enroll in such courses is
questionable. For example, why should members of Tiger
Band, which is almost entirely funded by IPTAY, be
required to pay the $10 fee? Or why should students in a
one-hour credit theater appreciation lab pay $10 when the
only laboratory requirement of the course is that they
attend four dramatic productions? Why should students
enrolled in a leisure skills course such as racquetball have a
$10 charge forced upon them when they are required to
provide their own athletic equipment?
It seems the administration blindly chose which
classes it would deem "laboratory courses." All courses
classified by the undergraduate announcements catalog as
requiring laboratory hours fall into this category.
However, some of the courses for which students are
charged $10 have no more to do with lab work than do
lecture courses.
The administration made a bad situation worse when
it decided what to do with the estimated $280,000 the lab
fees generated this semester. According to Thomas
Harbin, assistant vice president for financial management,
the entire amount will go into the University's general
fund.
What this means is that the money collected by the
University from students in chemistry labs will not
necessarily go directly to the Department of Chemistry to
help improve lab conditions. Nor is it likely that the
money collected from members of Tiger Band will be
spent on the purchase of new uniforms or instruments.
It does mean, however, that the University will
deposit the money, which is collected in varying amounts
from only part of the student body, into a fund which is
used to supplement departmental budgets. This does not
guarantee that the money generated by students in a
certain department will return to that department.
The administration needs to rethink the idea of lab
fees. If it is intent on generating extra funds on top of
tuition increases, it should charge only students enrolled
in classes which cost the University more than other
courses. In addition, funds generated by a particular
department should be channeled back to that department.
By implementing these ideas, the administration
would do much in the way of assuring students that they
are getting what they are paying for.
News editor—Jennifer Brown
Asst. news editor—Andrew Cauthen
Features editor—Kim Norton
Entertainment editor—Sonia Morrow
Sports editor—Tommy Hood
Asst. sports editor—Benny Benton
Copy editor—Todd Endicott
Asst. managing editor—Tim Kudlock
Faculty adviser—Louis Henry
Joint media adviser—Kirk Brague

Business mgr.—Alicia Mattison
Advertising mgr.—Suzanne Schmidt
Asst. advertising mgrs.—Betty Mathews
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Douglas Hall, Bill Harmon, Tracy Holder, Tommy Ingram, Aradi Jauhari, Elizabeth
Kersh, Dawn Ledford, Jeff Lee, Terry Manning, AnnaMaria Marchionne, Danny
McElmurray, Kevin McKinley, Tom Meares, Judith Molnar, John Norton, John
Padgett, Diana Peterman, Teri Pfeiffer, Russell Roman, Darci Stratton, Kevin
Taylor, Jenn Todd, Patrick Turner, Gene Weston, Dave Whorton.
Opinions expressed on the editorial pages are those of the individual writers with
the exception of the lead editorial and editorial cartoon, which express the majority
opinion of the editorial board. The opinions expressed in the editorials do not necessarily reflect the views of the administration, faculty, or student body as a whole.
Published weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson University, "The Tiger"
is the oldest college newspaper in South Carolina. "The Tiger" is not published during
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"The Tiger" is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press and is a five-star
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Dean Walter Cox deserves tribute
Editor's Note: The University will honor President
Emeritus Walter T. Cox with
a barbecue in Littlejohn Coliseum tomorrow after the
football game.
I've heard it said that he
either knows or is related to
everyone in South Carolina. It
wouldn't surprise me.
I'll almost swear that he
greeted me "Hello, Bob"
before I was ever introduced
to him.
My first encounter with
Dean Walter Cox was as an
entering freshman at a summer orientation session. This
affable, grandfather-looking
gentleman was telling his
audience about being a Clemson student.
And he should know. Cox
came to Clemson 52 years
ago, and to the University's
fortune, he hasn't left yet.
When the 16-year-old first
stepped foot on the 1935
Clemson campus, he probably
had no idea that he would one
day become its president.
He wanted to be a doctor.
As many of us have done, Cox
changed his career goal early
in his collegiate career.
"Early on, I realized that I
was not academically disciplined enough to go forward
in that area," he said in an interview one year ago.
Reality for students hasn't
changed much in 52 years.
Academic rigors leave the
best of us flustered.
Despite the fact that academic reality hasn't changed

Bob Ellis
Associate Editor

considerably, Clemson has.
When Cox came to Clemson,
it was an all-male military
school.
Though he quickly admits
he didn't care for the military
"rat" system, Cox says the
dedication in those days was
admirable.
That doesn't mean he
thinks today's students are
irresponsible. Quite the contrary—he's made a career of
standing behind Clemson
students.
He was named special assistant to President Robert
Poole in 1950. a position that
put Cox in charge of alumni
and public relations.
About that time, World
War II veterans were entering Clemson. Cox says a
noticeable change in students' attitudes marked this
period: These students excelled in academics at a faster
pace than the cadets before
the war had.
A 1955 report suggested a
major change in the University's administration, and
that meant a major change
for Cox. That year, he was
made dean of student affairs
(a position which later became
a vice presidency).
An important distinction
should be made. Cox was not
appointed dean of men, he

was appointed dean of students. In 1955, Clemson admitted women for the first
time.
For the next 30 years, Cox
worked for the students of
Clemson. He says he started
out as a parental figure and
ended as more of an adviser.
Cox said in an interview
that students have become
more responsible and "are
more dedicated as a group to
achievement."
Like a parent or adviser,
Cox has been here for students, but also for the University. In 1985, when President
Bill Atchley resigned, the
University found itself in a
little thicket with the press.
And who did the Board of
Trustees entrust with the job
of leading the University out
of its problems but the man
who had dedicated his entire
adulthood to the institution.
And Cox handled the job
superbly. Max Lennon did
not come into the situation
that Atchley left.
Despite the fact he is a
president emeritus, I will continue to think of Walter Cox
as "Dean Cox." I mean no
disrespect when I call him
that, and I don't think he
takes any offense. It's hard to
separate him from the devotion he's shown to Clemson's
students.
The next time you see him
walking around campus—as
no doubt he will be doingsay "Hello, Dean Cox." It
wouldn't be surprising if he
knew your name.
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by Tommy Ingram
staff photographer

Question:
"Do you think it is
morally acceptable for
scientists to genetically
alter living organisms?"

"No, because I think that
would be playing God. I think
there are some things that
shouldn't be tampered with."
Ellen Parsons

"Yes, because it might help
find a way to make the immune
system stronger or prevent
birth defects."
Ken Shell

"No, they shouldn't alter
things because they might
create a monster."
Kimberly Lebby

"Yes, because it would be for
the advancement of science and
eventually humankind."
Sadd Shukur

Student newspaper should strive
to serve its entire readership
by Jim Hennessey
managing editor

commentary

More than two years ago, a naive
little freshman climbed the stairs of
the University Union to join "The
Tiger" as a staff writer. Now that
naive freshman, me, has grown up (a
little) and is preparing to put this
newspaper to bed for the last time.
Come next week the position of
managing editor will be filled by a
new face, and my years at "The
Tiger" will be very fond memories.
At such a point like this, I wonder
about the role of this publication at
Clemson University.
"The Tiger" was established in
1907 with two primary goals. One
goal was to provide a medium
through which alumni could keep
informed on activities at their alma
mater; the other was to fulfill their
idea of a college newspaper.
Those first issues of the
newspaper dealt primarily with
athletics and cost readers 75 cents
for a year's subscription. Today the
scope of the newspaper is more
encompassing, and a year's
subscription costs $10, but the
dedication and effort of the staff
remains the same.
There is a saying that hangs on
the wall above my desk. It reads:
"A newspaper's job is to serve its
readers.' I guess that is the driving
force behind the dedication we, "The
Tiger" staff, have in publishing this
newspaper.
What this saying means is that if
our stories are unclear or
grammatically incorrect, incomplete
or inaccurate, the readers suffer. If

the newspaper is less than it ought
to be, the readers are cheated. We,
as the student newspaper of
Clemson University, cannot sit still;
we have to change and we have to
seek always to improve.
So we continually grow and
adjust. We've been through World
Wars together, Vietnam, the Iran
Crisis, and probation—but "The
Tiger" has remained steadfast.
The darkest period in the
newspaper's history came in 1943,
when World War II took priority
over campus events. In the May 12
edition of the paper the following
message was presented in the
editorial section.

Jim Hennessey
future.
The senior staff of this paper,
which is responsible for its content,
numbers under 20 members. These
dedicated people must combine the
diverse tastes and interests of
students and faculty alike into one
coherent newspaper every Friday.

This is the final issue for this
staff. We are not scheduled to write
this type of editorial for another
semester, but we have a different
kind of work to do—a kind of work
from which some will return and
others will not.
We are not going to say "30" as
we ordinarily would next January.
We are just going to say "Au Revoir"
because someday we will print "The
Tiger" once more.

The challenge is a difficult one,
and yes we sometimes do fail. We
apologize—but through our mistakes
we learn. That is where you, our
readers, need to help.

Well, "The Tiger" did print again
and continues to grow and fulfill its
creed: "Serving the University
community since 1907."
As the community has grown, now
numbering close to 20,000, so has
the objective of the paper, and this
is where our problems lie in the

I used the quote "It's a
newspaper's job to serve its
readers," but is is the reader's job to
tell the newspaper what they want.
If "The Tiger" is not serving you,
tell us. Write a letter to the editor,
call us on the telephone. Don't just
sit there and let us commit the

ultimate newspaper sin—not serving
the reader.
I hope in my tenure as an editor
for "The Tiger" I have served you,
the readers, well. I've made
mistakes, and I've learned from
them; I only wish my successor the
equal right.
To quote once more from that
1943 Tiger:
It hasn't been all pleasure. There
have been hours when the staff
began to sweat. . . .
Our pleasure in printing this paper
came from our principal readers,
Clemson students. We thank you for
your earnest cooperation.
Until the war is over and peace is
won—Au Revoir.

Non-architecture students can use visual arts courses as electives
I wish to respond to a letter
in last week's issue of "The
Tiger" from Jeanette
Hanberry regarding visual
arts courses and her difficulty with enrolling in one of
these courses.
Twenty-five years ago these
courses were created in the
CoUege of Architecture as
part of the required curriculum for architects. The
prerequisite for the visual
arts courses was the first-year
architecture design courses.
This prerequisite therefore
eliminated all students who
were not architecture students from enrolling.
The department realized
that this prerequisite needed
to be altered in order to accommodate students such as
Ms. Hanberry with a major in
agricultural science. We
created a course for nonarchitecture design majors
that would serve as a prerequisite substitute for first
year design. This course is
CAVA 203 Visual Arts
Studio.
CAVA 203 is a design fundamentals course that places
information and experience in
a non-major's hands so that
he can effectively work in a
visual arts course that is

letters
largely composed of architecture design majors. It was
created to assist the nonmajor and not to hinder enrollment or protect these
courses.
We are very interested in
making our visual arts
courses accessible to all majors at Clemson University as
we believe that they can add a
significant dimension to an
undergraduate education. I
am pleased that Ms. Hanberry
was interested in our visual
arts courses and I would be
pleased to assist her at preregistration.
John T. Acorn
Department Head
Visual Arts and History

Condoms costly
I am writing you to show
my support for Robert
Bryant's letter in the fall
1987 issue of "Campus
Voice" in which he addressed
the issue of sexual promiscuity on today's campuses. His
points were well-established
and argued.

I am very disappointed in
the administration's decision
to distribute condoms. I want
the students of this campus
to know that the condoms are
NOT free; each and every student at Clemson who paid the
student health fee is paying
for them.
I am very opposed to the
fact that my money is supporting the immoral sexual
promiscuity of others. The
consequences of this type of
behavior are evident throughout the United States. These
range from the high rate of
teen pregnancies and abortions to the all-consuming
disease AIDS.
When will we, as a society,
learn our lesson?
David E. Koon, Jr.

Festival shunned
On behalf of our Student
Alumni Council, let me say
how much I enjoy reading
your weekly newspaper. "The
Tiger" has always been a
source of helpful information

in bringing the students up to
date on the many facets of
Clemson University.
Somehow though, in the
hectic pace of registration
and checking into the dorms,
your writers overlooked
covering an extremely important and popular event on the
school calendar, the Welcome
Back Festival. No other time
throughout the year wiU students, faculty, staff, merchants and townspeople
unite together on a program.
Numerous local restaurants
donated samples of their
products for a 25$ token, with
the proceeds supporting a
scholarship fund. Several
merchants donated raffle
prizes. The Clemson Police
worked overtime in redirecting traffic through Clemson.
President Lennon and Mayor
Abernathy, along with the
cheerleaders and Tiger Band,
gave of their time to participate in the afternoon activities. It makes for an exciting kickoff to our semester
and an exceUent theme for
your first edition of "The
Tiger." But unfortunately
your staff chose to overlook
this annual event.
In years past, the Student
Alumni Countil has received

excellent coverage on its
numerous programs such as
Master Teacher Award,
Orange Carpet Day, Senior
Picnic and Founders Day
Prayer Service. Hopefully
next year, "The Tiger" staff
will prioritize the Welcome
Back Festival and choose to
thank all the downtown merchants and the Student Alumni
Council for making this event
so successful!
Kevin Earnest
President
Student Alumni Council

Ticket ridiculous
If anyone doubts that the
parking situation at Clemson
University has gone totally
weird, consider this: Tuesday
afternoon a bicycle locked to a
lamppost in a concrete divider
in the large parking lot
behind the Poole Plant and
Animal Building sported a
parking ticket attached to the
handlebars.
No matter what the rule or
regulation or infraction involved, ... a bicycle?
Danny McNeiU
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Businesses visit campus
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
Forty-eight companies, including R.J. Reynolds, Dow
Chemical and IBM, participated in the Expo '87 career
exposition Thursday in the
Palmetto Ballroom.
The event, billed as a
"career day extravaganza,"
was a joint effort of Student
Government, the Office of
Student Development, Career
Services and the Alumni
Association.
David Bennett, director of
Expo '87, said that the career
day had two major purposes.
"The purpose of Expo was
for juniors and seniors to find
out what's in the job

$-JOO

CHICKEN PICNIC

OFF

market," Bennett said. "They
had an opportunity to interact with these [companies]
and find out what classes
they needed to be taking."
Bennett said that Expo
gave freshmen and sophomores the opportunity to
find summer employment.
The companies at Expo '87
were looking for students in a
variety of fields, including
graphic communications, engineering, computer science,
business, agriculture and law.
Bennett said that each company that participated in Expo '87 paid a fee of $150. The
money raised will be used to
fund Student Government
activities throughout the
year.

* Good only at this Po Folks location:
Hwy. 123, Seneca, 882-5555

Expires Sept. 7,1987
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Catering Availab e
Call ahead for even ^ickerservico!
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Improve your image! Be—

"A CUT ABOVE"
the rest!
How? Answer next week ...

Downtown Clemson

654-9243
FREE
DELIVERY

654-1094
Mon., Thurs. and Fri. 9-6
mzmwmmmmmmmmmM* ,.

Tues. and Wed. 9-7
. .

Sat. 9-4

Better News
from

HrendB

5 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Sun-Thurs
5 p.m. to 12:30 a.rru, Fri. & Sat.

251/253 Victoria Square
(Across from the Post Office)

BUFFET SPECIAL
FREE "FREE-FILL" CUP *
Come to Mazzio's Evening Pizza Buffet from
5-8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday
night and get a FREE "Free-Fill" Cup with
your Buffet Purchase.

-
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Use this coupon and get $3.00 off the price of a
large or $2.00 off the price of a Medium
Deluxe Combo Pizza.
Void with other offers.
1 coupon per pizza.

1
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TI-65 TECHNICAL ANALYST™
6986-554-1

TI-60
6986-085-6

TI-95 PROCALC
6986-545-9

Sate Prices in Effect thru Saturday, September 12, 1987

Monday-Saturday
10 A.M.-9 P.M.

Hwy. 76 & 28
Clemson Boulevard
Anderson, SC
Serving the Scientific, Financial and Technical Marker

Void with other offers.
1 coupon per pizza.

TI-74 BASICALC™
6986-089-8

i——i

$2.00 or $1.00 OFF
Use this coupon and get $2.00 off the price of
any large or $1.00 off the price of any
medium pizza at Mazzio's.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

3

BB

Void with other offers.
1 coupon per customer.

"DELUXE COMBO"
$3.00 or $2.00 OFF

*

BA-SOLAR™
6986-094-8
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Dr. C'S
Hot Dog

Tailgate
Hot Dog Special

Reg. Drink
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Chips

5-| BB

Frozen Yogurt or Ice Cream Cup
653-DrCs
BI-LO Plaza

TAPS

im

Eric Freshwater/head photographer

The weathered statue of Thomas Green Clemson
stands in front of Tiilman Hall.

Namesake in Hall of Fame
by Andrew Cauthen
assistant news editor
Thomas Green Clemson,
who gave his estate for the
founding of what evolved into
Clemson University, will be
inducted into the S.C. Hall of
Fame, according to ceremony
officials.
In a resolution supporting
Clemson's induction into the
Hall of Fame, the University's
Board of Trustees "wholeheartedly endorsed" the
nomination.
The resolution calls Clemson a "Renaissance man... of
considerable foresight who believed that higher education
in scientific agriculture . . .
held the hope for the South's
recovery and permanent prosperity."
The resolution also stated

\l0

GROUP SHOTS
FOR
ORGANIZATIONS

Deadline to pick up contract is Sept. 10
Deadline to return contract is Sept. 24
Stop by the TAPS office

that "Clemson's role in the
founding of the Clemson
Agricultural College of S.C,
forerunner of Clemson University, represents an act of
inestimable value to the state
and nation."
Clemson, a native of
Philadelphia, married John C.
Calhoun's daughter Anna
Maria in 1838.
After Clemson was appointed U.S. superintendent
of agriculture in 1856, he
sought the establishment of
both an independent bureau
of agriculture and land-grant
colleges.
When he died in 1888 Clemson left much of his estate to
South Carolina for the establishment of an agriculture
school, which is now Clemson
University.

902 Student Union
656-2379

mm

ROCKLINE 654-1560 REQUESTS
&
&

ERZDTDDI
WCCP 1560
MISS SOUTH CAROLINA-USA
MISS SOUTH CAROLINA TEEN-USA PAGEANTS
ENTER NOW! Both pageants are the official
preliminaries to the nationally televised
MISS UNIVERSE
MISS TEEN-USA
MISS USA '
PAGEANTS
YOU CAN WIN
• Fame and fortune along with past
MISS SOUTH CAROLINA-USA winners
and contestants
• Cash
• A Robert Sidney fox fur coat
• A wardrobe
• Evening gown
• Two-three-week all-expense-paid trip to
the MISS TEEN-USA or MISS USA
PAGEANTS and a chance to win more
Elizabeth Barrett Woodard
than
$175,000 in cash and prizes
Miss South Carolina
USA—1987
• Plus many more . . .
The MISS SOUTH CAROLINA-USA PAGEANT will be held in Myrtle Beach on
November 6 and 7,1987. Ages for delegates should be at least 17 years old and
under 25 by February 1, 1988. The pageant will be televised.
The MISS SOUTH CAROLINA TEEN USA PAGEANT will be held in Myrtle Beach
on November 7 and 8, 1987. Ages for delegates should be at least 15 years old
and under 19 by July 1, 1988.
•"Young women around the state are invited to apply for entry. Applicants
must have never been married and be at least a six-month resident of South
Carolina. Delegates will be judged on the basis of poise, personality and appearance in three equal phases of competition: INTERVIEW, SWIMSUIT and
EVENING GOWN***
NO PERFORMING TALENT
WRITE NOW!
For free information and applications please send your name, address,
telephone number along with a brief biography and snapshot to: MISS SOUTH
CAROLINA-USA PAGEANTS, Department D, 42 Fawnwood W., Aiken, SC 29801.
DEADLINE FOR INQUIRIES: Sept. 20, 1987

#

THE GENOA CLUB
CLEMSON, S.C.
Student Memberships
and Renewals
$

5.00

10 a.m. until kickoff
s
1.00 Bloody Marys
All Home Games

Wednesday—$1.00 Vodka
Thursday—$1.50 Bar Brands
Friday—Free Draft + Wine for Ladies
4-10 p.m.
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l/lftat's New at C.U.
Student Government Headlines

Welcome Back
Tip of the Week:
Need a way to beat the heat?
Visit the Agricultural Sales center,
located in the Newman building on
east campus. Hours of operation:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Sunday
2-5:30 p.m.

Don't Be a Wallflower:
Visit Organizations Day:
Get Involved
by Maureen Dodd

i

i

It is easy for students to get caught
up in the daily routines of going to class,
eating and studying, eventually getting
themselves into a rut. One main cause of
boredom is a lack of variety in day-to-day
activities. Now is your opportunity to rid
your life of that problem. Go to "Organizations Day" and find a group on the
Clemson campus to which you could
belong and contribute.
Organizations Day will be held on
Wednesday, Sept. 9, from 1 to 4 p.m. It
will be located on the "Senior Walk,"
beginning at Riggs Hall and leading to
Tillman Hall. More than 50 campus
organizations will be represented. Some
of those include: FCA, Toastmasters
Club, Sailing Club, Clemson Rangers,
WSBF, and most professional clubs.
When asked about Organizations Day,
David Bennett, activities/organizations
chairman for Student Government, said,
"I hope that everyone will come and take
advantage of the opportunity to find out
what the organizations at Clemson have
to offer." He emphasized that Organizations Day is open to new and old members of campus clubs. David also reported that Blake Lieberman and Richard
Holub are Organizations Day chairman
and assistant chairman, respectively.
So, rid your college life of boredom
and meet new people at the same time.
Go to Organizations Day and join a club!
Note: If club presidents did not
receive registration forms from their advisors, call or come to the Student
Government office to register—ASAP!

Dear Fellow Students,
Welcome back to Tigertown! The beginning of the semester is always busy and fun,
and this semester, with eight home football games, the fun just won't stop. Fun and
classes put aside for a minute though, we all are facing challenges right now to make this
year better than the last. I know my parents have challenged me to make better grades this
year; last year I came back to Clemson with a challenge to become more involved. Some
people challenge themselves to come back and have more fun. I know all of you are facing
challenges of your own right now, and I'd like to add one to your list and that's a challenge
to awareness.
Now "awareness" is a catch word, and tends to be kind of vague so let me just focus
on what it means to me, and what this challenge means to you. Awareness to me is a matter of looking at the environment around you and its individual parts, and asking, "Why is
this the way it is?" If you'll ask yourself this simple question as you walk around campus
this fall, and then try to answer it, you'll learn much more than you ever thought you could
about Clemson University. You can separate this question, "Why is this the way it is?" into
two types—one pertaining to history and one pertaining to current campus events.
First of all, the historical questions can all be answered simply by browsing through
the special collections of the library or by skimming a book on the history of Clemson, or
by dropping in at the Visitor's Center to get an answer. Every student, faculty member and
employee should be at least somewhat aware of the rich history of Clemson. As we head
toward our Centennial, I certainly hope that we all become more aware of the Clemson
historical environment.
From a historical standpoint, one thing to be aware of this weekend is the "Salute to
Dean Cox" which will be held in Littlejohn Coliseum tomorrow after the football game. In
his 50 years of service to Clemson University, Walter Cox served Clemson in a wide variety
of ways including: assistant football coach, vice president for student affairs, director of
housing, dean of students and president. During his tenure as dean of students, some
74,000 students walked the Clemson campus. Keep this in mind this weekend, as the student body will make a very special presentation to Dean Cox at the ceremony.
"Why is this the way it is?" pertains to current campus events, too. These are the
questions that the student body deals with everyday through Student Government. Do you
ask this question when you think of campus issues like parking, the Strom Thurmond Institute, and campus security? Be aware of what's going on around you, formulate a
thought-out opinion, and then relay it to someone in Student Government.
My "pet peeve" is getting mail addressed to "Student Government Association" or
"President of the Student Council" or "President of the Student Government Association"
because none of these titles fits my job. I am a representative of the entire Clemson student body and not just of those who have time to get involved in Student Government.
Student Government is here to serve you, so take advantage of us! Be aware this year
and help us to help you.
Once again, welcome back and I hope you all have a terrific year!
Sincerely,

Grant Burns
Student Body President

Briefly..
Salute to Dean Walter Cox
Sept. 5 after the Western Carolina
game
Organizations Day
Sept. 9
First Student Senate meeting
Sept. 14, 7 p.m., Student Senate
chambers
The "Hotseat" radio program on
WSBF
Sept. 15, 6 p.m.
Guest: Bill Pace, director of
Parking and Vehicle Registration
Last day to order a diploma for
December graduation is Sept. 9

Junior Staff:
The Cheerleaders of
Student Government

Sign up now for an interview
in the Student Government Office.
Interviews being held Sept. 7-11
i

'

Last day to withdraw from class
or the University without record is
Sept. 16
Student Government needs
shuttle drivers for a 7:30-9 early
morning route from Thornhill and
Calhoun Courts to the library. For
more information, call the office,
656-2195.

Notice: To All New Clemson Students
(Freshmen) and Returning Undergrads
by Kay Allison
The Student Government is holding interviews for
some of its committees in the next couple of weeks.
Read on for more information.
Minority Council: This council acts as a voice of
minorities on campus concerning issues pertaining
to minority students. It pushes minority involvement
in campus-wide organizations and activities. It promotes unity between racial minority and racial majority at Clemson. It serves as a liaison between Student Government and the minority student body
Sign up for interviews in the Student Government office. Interviews will be held Sept. 7-11. If you have
any questions, call the Student Government office at
656-2195 or Marcus Moore at 656-6622.
Junior Staff: This staff is a collective group of
Clemson University's most energetic students.
Junior Staff encourages student participation,
especially that of freshmen, in Student Government.
It provides members, as needed, for the various committees, councils and departments of Student
Government. It also works with the office of Student
Development to present a Leadership Development
program in the fall and spring semesters. Junior Staff
is for enthusiastic students interested in Student
Government. The Junior Staff committees include
Projects, Publicity, Delegation, Social, Ideas and
Research. Junior Staff has liaisons with the Public
Relations/Communications Committee and Activities Committee of Student Government; also with
the Student Senate. It is a learning experience for
Student Government and helps students to develop
management skills. The theme this year is: "Junior
Staff are the cheerleaders of Student Government "
Sign up for interviews in the Student Government office. Interviews will be held Sept. 7-11. If you have
any questions call the Student Government office at
656-2195 or Ed Pennebaker at 656-4110
STUDENT GOVERNMENT IS FOR YOU" GET IN-

Sponsored by the Clemson University Athletic Department and Alumni Association
CONGRATULATIONS, DEAN WALTER COX—50 YEARS OF SERVICE TO CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
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Parties allow rushees to meet brothers
by Diana Peterman
staff writer
More than 400 male
students participated in formal fraternity rush last week
for membership in one of the
University's 15 fraternities
associated with the Interfraternity Council.
Formal rush lasted one
week and allowed the rushees
to visit the 15 fraternity
chapters, to learn a brief
history of each chapter and
to attend parties sponsored
by the various groups.
The candidates were evaluated on their personalities

and on the activities in which in.
they have participated.
"It was a good way to meet
Fraternity members then people, but I already knew
voted on these rushees, and what fraternity I was interpledges' bids were distributed ested in," said Charlie
Monday afternoon.
Pledger, a pledge of Sigma
"The fraternity rush proc- Nu.
ess is less formal and more
One freshman who decided
relaxed than the sorority to drop out of rush said, "I
rush," Sartory said.
met too many brothers who
were stuck on themselves—
Many candidates who par- brothers who thought they
ticipated in rush had differing were bad as hell."
After the formal rush ended,
opinions on the experience.
"It was long and I hated many fraternities sponsored
it," said Gary Bowman, a parties that allowed their new
pledge of Kappa Alpha. "I did members to experience the
of
fraternity
not enjoy dealing with frater- feeling
nities that I wasn't interested brotherhood.

Record number of girls go through rush
by Amy Anderson
staff writer

Mieke Beck/staff photographer

Pam Serock and Lauren Hendricks assist Chi Psi
Brother Ronnie Rush during fraternity rush week. Two hundred seventy-one rushees were invited to pledge a fraternity.

A record 762 girls registered for this year's
Panhellenic sorority rush,
which began Aug. 16 and concluded Aug. 24.
"Our rushes are very
good," said Student Development Director Teresa Evans.
"[The rush chairmen] were
very thorough and did an excellent job."
Michelle Bowler of Kappa

Alpha Theta and Beth Foster
of Kappa Delta served as rush
chairmen this year.
Each of the nine sororities
could extend 55 bids. All
sororities except Pi Beta Phi
filled quota. However, Pi
Beta Phi expects to reach
quota by Sept. 4 during open
rush.
Formal sorority rush includes four sets of parties.
During these parties, the
sororities present slide shows
and skits which explain the
social, academic and service

activities to the rushees.
A rushee may accept a bid
from a sorority following the
parties.
Each rushee must attend all
parties to which she is invited, or she will be dropped
from rush.
Alpha Kappa Alpha and
Delta Sigma Theta, the traditionally black sororities on
campus, will hold rush next
spring. Any girls interested in
either open or future rush
should contact Teresa Evans
at 656-5994.

'The Tiger'
welcomes
new
staff
writers.

Drop
by
»

Throw a party—any party! Then
get on the Domino's Pizza Party
Line and start ordering!
When you hang up, we swing
into action with delicious cheese,
tempting meats and the choicest
veggies that ever met a great
pizza. And we deliver to your
door in 30 minutes!

Serving Clemson

654-3082
384-2 College Avenue
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

907

Univ. Union
Sundays
at

$1.00
OFF!

Order your favorite 12" or
16" pizza and receive
$1.00 OFF!
Not valid with any other
coupon or otter.
Participating stores only.

$2.00
OFF!

Offer good thru 9/17/87.
Please check one:

□ 12"

Order your favorite 16"
TWO or more item PIZZA
and receive $2.00 OFF!
Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Participating stores only.
Offer good thru 9/17/87.

n 16"

Please provide name/phone/address on coupon BEFORE driver arrives,

Please provide name/phone/address on coupon BEFORE driver arrives.

name:

name:

phone:

phone:

JL

SSG1-S/L

8 p.m.

.,..-.
SSG2L2

Now Hiring Drivers.

Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery areas. ©1987 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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CU to celebrate Constitution
by Matthew DeBord
staff writer
To celebrate the bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution,
the University Department of
History will host a forum on
"Women's Rights, Gender
and the Law" on Sept. 17.
The forum will run from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Hardin
Hall.
Graduate student Bryan
McKown is writing a series of
52 newspaper articles about
the Constitution.
William Lasser, professor
of political science, said many
opportunities exist for scholars during the Constitution's
bicentennial. He said chances
for grants, publication, lecturing and conferences are some
of the possibilities for scholarly exercise. Lasser received a
grant to write a book, and he
recently completed an article
for the "Atlanta Constitution."
"The [U-S.] Constitution has

become an integral part of
what makes
America
America, an integral part of
political culture," Lasser
said. "The Constitution
becomes itself a definition of
this country's identity."
"People must understand
the rule of law," said history
professor John Johnson, a bicentennial project director.
The celebration will continue in South Carolina for
the next two years to celebrate the ratification and
adoption of the Bill of Rights.
This past summer Clemson,
along with the University of
Maryland and Penn State
University, hosted "A Constitutional Bicentennial Summer" which featured historian Arthur Schlesinger,
Watergate special prosecutor
Archibald Cox, former United
States Senator Charles
Mathias and syndicated columnist Carl Rowen.

Write

news

for

Clemson, S.C. 29631
654-3890

The
Tiger's
Traveling
Friend

Call today for low air fares,
cruise rates and other inexpensive
fall break vacation options.

— CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

All

ZIZ1987-88

or order through
Calhoun College

PERSONAL PLANNING CALENDAR

322 Clemson House, 656-4762

SPONSORED BY

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA

Big Sale
oil All
Summer
Merchandise

cixnson airo
Karen Greene
Dawn Chavis

654-882Q

10% off All Winter

f|# The Rally Begins %(P
With Saturday's Doubleheader

Merchandise mnscoupon)
Valid Through Labor Day, Sept. 7

*ii

til

day
week
year

§yi In the
4 bookstore

nwy 76
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Tiger.'

The only way to
know what's
happening on campus

NEW HORIZONS TRAVEL
1103-A East Tiger Blvd.

'The

VOLLEYBALL
vs.
WESTERN
CAROLINA
10 a.m.
Jervey Gym

BENET FON

•

Haywood Mall Upstairs Next to Rich's

Womp's Deli & Pub
Above Sloan St. Tap Room

* Dance floor for Shaggers *
'60s and Beach Music
Open 9 a.m. Saturday for Home Games

FOOTBALL
vs.
WESTERN
CAROLINA
1 p.m.
Death Valley

Assorted Deli Sandwiches—Pizza—
Salads—Party Trays—Domestic and
Imported Beer
10% Discount on
Pizza Monday & Tuesday
With This Coupon

Open Monday-Saturday
11:30 a.m.-until

654-9425

Carry-out Service
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Tree-for-alT erupts in Calhoun Courts
by Jennifer Brown
news editor

police beat

A two-man fight snowballed
into a 20-person brawl around
2 a.m. last Friday in Calhoun
Courts Apartments, said
James Brummitt, chief investigator at the University
Police Department.
"It was kind of a free-for-all
fight," Brummitt said. "The
whole incident resulted from
a misunderstanding."
Brummitt said two' people
got into an argument at
Crazy Zack's late last Thursday night. "The disagreement

eventually filtered onto campus and erupted into a fist
fight," he said.
"No arrests have been
made at this time," Brummitt
said, "but we aren't ruling
out anything yet."
A bicyclist sustained minor
injuries after colliding with a
car on G Street Tuesday at
5:15 p.m.
Christopher Ellington was
treated and released from
Oconee County Hospital fol-

lowing an accident in which
he was thrown from his bicycle after running into the
rear of a car driven by
Christopher Mathis.
"The car was parked on
Williamson [Road] across
from the entrance to
G Street," said John McKenzie,
executive officer of public
safety. "As the car pulled out
from the curb onto G Street,
the bicyclist came over a hill
(on Williamson Road), and the
two collided."
The police did not issue any
tickets to either party.

Blood drive needs 110 pints for holiday
by Diana Peterman
staff writer
Arnold Air Society and
Angel Flight are sponsoring a
blood drive Sept. 7-8 in the
Palmetto Ballroom.
To be eligible to give blood,
participants must pass a general health screening test and

must weigh at least 110
pounds.
Blood donations will be
taken from 11:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Medical professionals will be present to
supervise the event and to
answer questions. Refreshments will be available for all
donors.

The blood from the drive
will be donated to the
Carolina-Georgia blood
banks. A ininimum of 110
pints are needed to assure the
availability of blood during
the Labor Day weekend.
For additional information,
call 3668.

The South Carolina Beta
Chapter of Pi Beta Phi

Congratulate Their 1987
Pledge Class
Melissa Armburst
Missy Attaway
Adriene Aucoin
Susan Ayres
Beth Barney
Elizabeth Beasley
Kathy Bradley
Romy Broadwell
Gretchen Bullard
Micki Burkett
Lee Christie
Lisa Constante
Tory Croft
Miki Dalpias
Mary Degnan
Jenny Evers
Jennifer Gonzales
Stephanie Hall
Elizabeth Hanna
Stephanie Hassell
Lori Holland
Carol Holliday

Christina Hunt
Tracy Jackson
Sandra Johnson
Kellie Joiner
Glenda Kelsey
Susan Lampe
Samantha Laster
Kelley Mandersheid
Lori May
Nancy Moses
Lorraine Orphanedes
Angela Poffel
Catherine Poteat
Courtney Ratcliffe
Reenie Rohe
Andrea Singel
Lauren Smith
Sherri Sneed
Kathryn Townsend
Mary Ann Usher
Jane Wright

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

CHANGING BROWN EYES TV BLUE
IS AS SIMPLE AS THIS
We now have DuraSoffColors, the first
contact lenses that can change even the darkest
eyes to stunning light colors..
Go from brown to baby blue. Hazel to
emerald green. Grey to aqua.
Best of all, they're so comfortable you
probably won't know you're wearing them.
And DuraSoft Colors may be worn
daily, or overnight, depending on the results
of your exam.
So come in and try on a pair For vision
correction or just for fun.
And see how simple it is to have
the eyes you've always wanted.

DuraSoftColors.
by Wesley ' essen

lOSGoUeiCfeAoe..

«^^**'^^SUNGLASSES
ANDERSON MALL • ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
TELEPHONE (803) 224-3854

Tm evo"

SUNCLOUD

%-fa

30% o«
Retail

THE VISION CENTERS

boll*

Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists

GARG@Yl£S
E

123 Bypass The Commons' in Seneca • 882-3338
118-A College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
110 N. Catherine Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322

Y

E

W
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R

Present This Ad and Receive
an ADDITIONAL $5.00 off
the Discounted Price
Limit one per customer
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Connect your courses to
theTI calculator you need*
GENERAL BUSINESS
CALCULATORS

COURSES

ADVANCED BUSINESS
CALCULATORS

SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS

BA-35

BAH

BA-III

BA Solar

TI-30 STAT

11-30 SLR +

11-32

TI-34 KIT

TI-3S PLUS

TI-36 SOUR

TI-60

TI-45

TI-74

TI-95

• 1 Variable Statistics
• TimeValue-ofMoney

• I Variable Statistics
• TimcValuc-otMorvev

* 2 Variable Statistics
• Cash Flows
Ci Variable,
)Dipt Frequency)

• 2 Variable Statistics
• Time-Value-ofMoney
•ANYUTE'" Solar
Powered

* 1 Variable Statistics
• Trigonometric
Functions

' 1 Variable Statistics
• Trigonometric
Functions
•ANYUTE'" Solar
Powered

• 1 Variable Statistics
• 3 Memories

• Hex, Octal, and
Binary
■ Added-Value
Computer Math
Beds
•ANYUTE'" Solar
PtAsered

• 1 Variable Statistics
• Computer
Conversions

• 1 Variable Statistics
• Computer
Conversions

• 2 Variable Statistics
• 84 Programming
Steps

■ 2 Variable Statistics
• 100 ProRTammint;
Steps
• H Physical
Constants

• Basic LanguagcProgrammable
• HK Internal RAM
■ Additional
Software and
Accessories

• Kt.7itToke
Prmjrdmmable
• 5 Re-definable
Function Keys with
Display WinuW
• AJditl. rn.il
Software and
Accuracies

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Calculus
Mechanical Drawing

•

Trigonometry

•

Banking

•

Finance

•

•
•

Investments

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Math

•

•

Merchandising

•

•

Statistics

•
•

•

•

Economics

Financial Accounting

KEYSTROKE
BASIC
LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMABLE
PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS
CALCULATORS

ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATORS

INTERMEDIATE SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATORS

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Tax Accounting

• '

General Math

•

•

•

•

•

Advanced Language
Basic Language

•

Introductory

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pascal
Aerospace
Agricultural Engineering
Architecture
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Energy
Industrial Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgy
Advanced Math

•
•
•

Algebra
Geometry
Trigonometry
Anatomy

•
•
•

Astronomy
Biology
Botany
Genetics

_^

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geology

•

Industrial Chemistry
Inorganic Chemistry

•

Microbiology
Physical Chemistry
Physics

•

Physiology
Oceanology
Organic Chemistry

Our hottest selling models on campus*
Whether you're into business,
science, or engineering, TI has
all the right calculators with all
the right functions for you.

TI-60
Advanced Scientific

TI-74 BASICALC'1'
Programmable Advanced
Scientific

TI-65
Advanced Scientific
© 1987 TI.

'"Trademark trf" Texas Instruments Incorporated

TI-95
PROCALC"'

TI Business
Analyst Solar

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
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School of Textiles gets grant for research center feasibility study
The first cooperative education/
industry textile research center in
the United States could be located in
Clemson.
The National Science Foundation
has awarded a $25,000 grant to the
University's School of Textiles to
study the feasibility of establishing
the textile research center in the
University's College of Commerce
and Industry. Clemson will match the
grant dollar for dollar.
_
Following 18 months of planning,
Assistant Professor Mike Ellison and
Mel Whitley, an instructor, will use
the funds for preliminary research.
"We're going to work right away,"
Ellison said. "It's a two-step process.
First, we will meet with industry
leaders of individual companies to
identify their research interests and
which of those they will support at

First
Friday
Parade

news digest
the University.
"The second step will be to get their
financial commitment. Then, we will
go back to the National Science Foundation and ask for funding for the
center."
Although the center is being proposed by faculty in the School of Textiles, it will be a cooperative effort involving the College of Commerce and
Industry, the College of Engineering
and the College of Sciences with the
U.S. textile and apparel industry
located primarily in the Southeast.
Most fully operational centers require funding from at least 10 firms
to have a sufficient research base,
Ellison said.

The Textile Research Center, if
funded, would be the first education/
industry textile research center in the
country. The proposed Clemson University Textile Research Center
(CUTREC) would aid the overall
United States textile and apparel industry, which includes the five
manufacturing sectors of fiber producers, apparel manufacturers, producers of textile-chemical products,
textile mill products manufacturers
and textile processing machinery
manufacturers.
Ellison said this unified approach
to textile research will benefit individual member companies and help
many textile and apparel companies
coordinate their research and development efforts.
"The very nature of the textile and
apparel industry, its strategic diver-

sity and yet its common problems,
dictates that any research effort be
multidisciplinary," he said.

JV Cheerleading
Squad members chosen
Members of the 1987-88 Junior
Varsity Cheerleading Squad were announced Aug. 31, by Cheerleader
Coach Cynthia Robinson.
The cheerleaders are Stephanie
Bovie, Shannon Christopher, Beth
Clayton, Carrie Conrad, Lisa Miller,
Andy Beckworth, Christian MacMillan,
Kevin Richey, Brock Thomas and
Dan White.
"We've been working real hard
preparing for the upcoming football
games," Robinson said.
Robinson said that the Junior Varsity cheerleaders perform at nonrevenue sports, home football games
and the women's ACC tournament.

Student

will
begin
at
6 p.m.
Pep
rally
will
follow
in the
Outdoor
Theater.

You don't have to be an economics major to know that
there are better things to spend your money on than
checking account service charges.
Well, good news.This fall you can sign up for
Bargain Checking instead.
You'll pay no service charges.There's no minimum
balance required. And there's no limit on the number of
checks you can write. Plus, every month we'll send you
an itemized monthly statement.
In fact, the only thing you won't get is a bunch of
cancelled checks. (But in case you ever need one, well
keep them safe at the bank.)
It's that simple.You keep the service charges.We
keep the checks.
So why not make your money go a little further?
Get some free student aid from South Carolina National.
Get Bargain Checking.

South Carolina National
Member FDIC
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Help wanted! Good pay! Flexible
hours for college students! Part-time
employment with the Clemson University Police Department. Fill out an
application at the University Police
Department today! Located at the
northwest corner of the football
stadium—near Gate 10.
ATTENTION! Language and International Trade Majors (L&IT): The
L&IT office (Strode 204) needs to
complete files on all L&IT majors.
Please drop by at your earliest convenience.
The Clemson Chapter of the Institute of Industrial Engineers will be
holding their first meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 8, in Room 300 Riggs from
7 p.m. to 8 p.m. Plans for the 1987-88
school year will be discussed, and
committees will be formed. All IE
students are invited to attend.
Dr. C. Kenyon Wagner has changed
his name to C. Kenyon Revis-Wagner.
Please make a note as needed.
Thank you.
Students for Social Concern is a
campus organization that works for
awareness of social and political
issues through education. An organizational meeting for Hunger Awareness Week in October will take place

Thursday, Sept. 10 at 8 p.m. in the
basement of the Wesley Foundation
(behind Fast Fare). Call Kathy at
654-9028 for more information. All
students, faculty, and staff are
welcome.

send large self addressed stamped envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic Mtn.,
Pkwy., Suite #306, Valencia, CA
91355.

the fourth Wednesday of the month,
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. beginning on
Sept. 23. For further information and
registration, call 656-3076. Registration is limited.

HELP WANTED: Pizza deliverers,
waiters, waitresses, student workers.
Apply in person at Harcombe,
Schilletter or Clemson House.

CLASSIFIEDS
C.U. Amateur Radio Club meeting
Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 7 p.m. on Kite
Hill (near fire station). Transportation available for on-campus students. Contact: Randall 654-2949.
The YMCA Y-Winners Fall Youth
Soccer program needs interested
adults to serve as volunteers in many
ways. There is a need for coaches to
work with children ages 7-13. To
volunteer, contact Lorrie Woods at
the YMCA (656-2460).
The Clemson YMCA is offering a
new Fitness Aerobics class this fall.
This program is a simplified version
of Dancin' Aerobics; it's a more flexible, "drop-in" type of class. For more
information, call 656-2460 or come by
the Holtzendorff YMCA Center to
register.
The Nursing Center, located in
Clemson University's College of
Nursing, will be sponsoring a support
group and information sessions on
Alzheimer's disease for people who
have family members or friends with
Alzheimer's disease and/or related
disorders. The sessions will be held on

Delta Sigma Pi, the professional
business fraternity, will soon be holding its fall recruiting functions. Stop
by the Recruiting Table outside
Room 1 Sirrine Hall on Sept. 4 and
Sept. 7 for more information.

For sale—'74 VW Goldbug Superbeetle. Good transportation. $1400.
3774 or 654-5902.
Part-time or full-time help wanted.
646-7405.

Round trip plane ticket for anywhere in the continental U.S. $150.
It's a standby ticket. Call 656-7951
and ask for John.

PERSONALS
Jane—I'm so glad you pledged!
How fun! Love, Paige

PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDEDPart-time evening hours. 35mm
camera helpful. Transportation required. Call Classic Photo 654-8019.

Muffin, Rough start for this semester, huh? Oh well, I guess I'll just
have to butter you up again! Pancake

Tired of working for minimum wage
with a boss on your back? Distribute
advertising materials on campus lor
publishers, travel and the like and
make commissions over $10 per hour.
Call: College Products 718-646-2145
between 7-9 p.m.

Bob Ellis, Congrats on your new
position—we'll have to celebrate.
Guess who?
Kay, Happy birthday! Thanks for
listening and caring. We appreciate
it. Your Geer friends.

Earn $hundreds weekly$ in your
spare time. United Services of
America is looking for homeworkers
to perform mail services. Incentive
programs available. For information

BLE—Good luck as the new M.E.—
I'm sure once you get through the
yelling, screaming, hair-pulling
sleepless nights you'll do a great job.
Jim

EVERY MONDAY IS DOLLAR DAY

654-2599

m

12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT

BUY ONE 10" PIZZA YOUR CHOICE
GET 2nd 10" PIZZA SAME VALUE YOUR CHOICE
• FOR 1 DOLLAR

RACHEL KELLEY

Victoria Sq.
(formerly with Trends)
(in Breezeway
HAS JOINED
Near Mazzio's)

Great Cuts!
Great Prices!

DINE IN-FAST,

FREE, HOT

OUR STAFF

• TUESDAY'S SUB SPECTACULAR
BUY ONE FOOTLONG SUB-YOUR CHOICE!
GET 2nd SUB-SAME VALUE

"Welcome Back Special"
coupon -

Cut

$ 8 w/coupon

Perm

$35 w/coupon

I (Shampoo included)
o

Q.
3
O

o

I
I

(Cut included)

Highlighting ...

(Blow dry included)
I (Long hair slightly higher)

WEDNESDAY SUPER SAVER
MEDIUM 14' HZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS

$20 w/coupon
Expires 9/11/87

The sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta would
like to congratulate their 1987 pledge class.
Allison Kirkley
Cori Koleszar
Julie Laymon
Melissa Lentz
Kimberly Leon
Kandy Mauro
Kathryn McLendon
Elizabeth McNerney
Amanda Morrice
Darraugh O'Brien
Lori Otlowski
Barbara Parowski
Jennifer Pittman
Shannon Rickenbaker
Christine Runey
Cynthia Sellers
Robin Shannon Siman
Virginia Snell
Carin Snyder
Maria Skilton
Wendy Squires
Cynthia Tackett
Traci Thomas
Tracy Tripp
Charlotte Underwood
Karen Wais
Shannon Whisenant

Vi PRICE!
o

■————— — — — ——— coupqn — — — —■———

Laura Abbott
Lynn Bauer
Jennifer Baxter
Angela Cantey
Kimberly Casey
Rebecca Cecil
Carole Chelf
Catherine Copeland
Kristin Crosley
Joselyn Cruz
Ann Davignon
Elizabeth Ferrara
Colleen Gallagher
Laurin Galley
Susan Gant
Laura Giorgio
Stacey Grooms
Gretchen Godici
Brenda Grainger
Mary Gue
Lara Hamann
Lauren Hendricks
Joanne Herko
Elizabeth Holaday
Jane Jackson
Anne-Marie Joye
Kelly Kindelberger
Anna King

DELIVERY-TAKEOUT

$3.50 Minimum Ordor on Campus—$7 Minimum Ordaf Dalivary Area
COMPARE TO ALL-THEN GIVE US A CALL 654-6990 AS CLOSE AS YOUR PHONE

tuui

$6.00 + Tax

PLUS 2 ICE-COLO
COKES

-DIAL 654-6990
FOR THOSE WHO THINK BIG!
THURSDAY IS LG. 16" PIZZA
WITH ONE OF Y-OUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
PLUS 3 ICE COLD COKES
ONLY

$7.99

+ Tax

PARTY WEEKEND SPECIAL
20" PARTY PIZZA

WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS

Papparonl, Mushrooms, Him, Ground BMI, Grnn Pap pars, Canadian
Bacon, Black Olives, Grsan Olivas, Sausage, Onions, Anchovlas, ExtraThick Crust.
AN0 4 ICE-C0L0 COKES
GOOD FRI -SAT-SUN.

ONLY

$10.99 + Tax
ALL PRICES + TAX

/£hii£&
^R?

DINE IN
CARRY OUT
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY
S3 50 Minimum Ordtr on Campuj-$7 00 Minimum Ordtr In Delivary Aria

Call Chanelo's 654-6990
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Features
Date rape victims suffer long after attack
by Kim Norton
features editor
It happened three times within two
months last fall. Many people don't
want to admit that it happens at
Clemson, but it does. It can happen to
anyone at any time.
What is it? Date rape.
Date rape, also called acquaintance
rape, was reported to the University
Police Department three times last
fall. In all of the cases, alcohol was involved, said Crime Prevention Officer
Thea McCrary.
McCrary said that, of the three date
rapes that occurred, only one case
went to court (the other girls had personal reasons for not prosecuting
their alleged assailants).
On January 29, University freshman David Bishop Gump pleaded
guilty to criminal sexual conduct and
was sentenced to 10 years in prison.
His sentence was suspended to one
year (he served six months) with five
years of probation, and restitution to
the victim.
According to Joy Smith, director of
student development, date rape is a
serious crime that seems to be happening more on college campuses.
"The University is trying to face the
problem head on," Smith said, "by informing students what date rape is
and what they can do about it."
What is date rape?
Date rape is defined as "a sexual
assault against a woman that's committed by someone the victim
knows," Smith said. She also said
that the term "acquaintance rape" is
probably more accurate in most cases
because the persons involved are not
usually in a dating relationship.

The majority of rapes reported to
the Student Development Office, the
University Police Department or the
Counseling and Career Planning Center have one thing in common
—alcohol. "In most cases, alcohol has
been consumed by one or both
people," said Judith Haislett, director of the Counseling and Career Planning Center. "There is no denying
that it impairs decision-making and
brings out aggressive behavior."
Who are the victims?
According to McCrary, all of the
date rape victims last year were
female freshmen. But Haislett said
that the center has counseled girls in
all classes, and they have not seen
any particular pattern of ages.
One thing that many of the victims
do have in common, Haislett said, is
inexperience. "Many of the girls we
see were picked up by guys in a bar or
at a party, and they just don't know
what type of guy to stay away from,"
she said. "Some of these girls haven't
dated a large number of guys and
they are inexperienced in picking up
telltale signs of danger."
Haislett said that a lot of girls who
find themselves in this situation have
unrealistic expectations of men.
"Their ideas about men are confused,
which often stem from their relationship with their father," she said.
"They expect males to be responsible;
they want guys to be like their father
and take care of them."
How can you tell if a guy is potentially dangerous?
Haislett said there are things to
look out for. "Signs such as an extremely chauvinistic attitude or aggressive behavior when drinking are
good indications of possible danger,"

she said. "Girls should always be ex- assaults?
tremely careful around males who
According to both Haislett and
become very loud and argumentative Smith, miscommunication between
when they have been drinkingr
partners is a leading cause of date
"If a girl has any doubt for her rape. "For example, a guy may offer a
safety with a certain guy, she should girl he met in a bar a ride home,"
go with her doubts and stay away Smith explained. "She accepts, and
from him. This holds true for males as on the way, he suggests stopping by
well. If a guy has doubts about how his apartment or dorm room to watch
the girl he is with will respond to sex- TV for a while. The girl may accept
ual involvement, he would be wise to believing that they will really watch
leave her alone."
What elements lead to sexual
see Rape, page 19

Safety Dating Tips
1. Remember that 58 percent of all reported rape victims are acquainted with their attacker.

Let a friend know when you are going to someone's home or
apartment.

2. When going out, go with a friend and keep track of each
other.

7. Develop codes with friends so you can let them know when
something is wrong.

3. Let a friend know when you plan to return home.

8. If you take a male to your room, let someone know you are
there.
_ „
,
, , , .
.
.
,
.
9
- ^member alcohol always impairs judgment.

4. Don't give your last name or phone number to someone you
don't knowf get his first.

5. Before going out with someone new, check out his phone 10. Always communicate your sexual limits clearly,
number and "story."

'Awful Waffle' cures late-night hunger iTake it Lightly
by Hugh Gray
staff writer
"Place? This is no place!
This is a joint," said Rob
Lowe's character in "About
Last Night," in response to
Demi Moore's misnomering
his favorite diner.
He would probably feel the
same way about the Waffle
King, more popularly known
as the "Awful Waffle." This
little joint was opened about
15 years ago and has been
owned by Ruby Swaney for
the last 12 years.
At first Ruby wasn't too
thrilled about the nickname
"Awful Waffle."
When I first heard it, I
wanted to pop somebody
good," she said. "But then I
came to realize it was special,
and I didn't mind. Most students wouldn't know it by
'Waffle King.'"

The Waffle King isn't large,
especially when you subtract
the game room area. There's a
30-foot long bar flanked on
each end by two booths,
which are reserved for parties
of two or more.
Once you are seated, a waitress will bring a menu. From
this directory, tattered and
stained from errant tea and
coffee orders, you can choose
almost anything, from grilled
cheese sandwiches to T-bone
steaks.
Also, from the menu, you
can learn three of the things
that made the Waffle King a
part of Clemson Americana.
On the front of the menu are
six words that are the joy of
the late-night munchie crowd—
"Open 24 hours" and "Breakfast served anytime." Inside
is the listing of the Sportsman Special.
Contested only by the hamburger steak, the Sportsman

Special is the most popular
item. The special consists of
three extra-large eggs, any
style; ham, bacon or sausage;
grits or hash browns; toast
and jelly.
"Students come in from
Clemson, and it's Sportsman
Special... Sportsman Special
. . . Sportsman Special," said
Ladelle Martin, a ninthgrader at Pendleton High
School who has waitressed
there for about five months.
Being open all night, the
Waffle King attracts a lot of
the late-night crowd. Ruby
said that several years ago
the Waffle King was the only
restaurant open "all" night,
and that's how it got to oe a
tradition with the University
students.
"They aren't often obnoxious," said Ruby of the nocsee Awful, page 20

By Kevin McKinley
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'Whopper' of a rhinoceros displayed in local restaurant
by Donald Van Blaricom
staff writer
Rhinoceroses are not normally found in South Carolina,
so it may come as a surprise
to many people to find one in
the Clemson Burger King.
Coming nose to horn with a
rhino doesn't happen every day.
First, about the rhino: The
white rhino is not white. It's
more the color of worn-out
tennis shoe sides. "White" is
a corruption of the Dutch
word "whit", meaning wide,
which refers to the rhino's large,
squared lips, according to brochures about the rhino available at the store.
Once thought extinct, the
white rhino was rediscovered
in Natal, South Africa, and its
numbers have increased to
more than 4,000 today through
the efforts of the Natel Parks
Board. All rhinoceroses are
still endangered species.
This particular rhino found
its way to Burger King
thanks to Clemsonites Ann
and Monty Browning. Ann, a
bank manager, and Monty, a
postal service worker, spend
much of their vacation time
travelling around the country

and the world bowhunting big
game. Their expeditions have
included hunting elk and mule
deer in Colorado and black
bear and caribou in Canada.
It was on a safari in South
Africa that Monty first
"met" this rhino; two years
later he learned that it was to
be destroyed because it was
causing trouble and there was
a drought in South Africa.
Monty persuaded Ann that
he really needed to go back to
South Africa to hunt the
rhino, otherwise, "some rich
Texan will just shoot it and
leave it." Monty had other
plans for it.
Stan's African Hall
Museum of York County, in
Monty's hometown of Rock
Hill, S.C. had been an early inspiration for his later travels.
The museum contains large
collections of life-sized
mounted African animals. So,
with his rhino, Monty saw the
chance to give somethimg
back to the museum, Ann
said.
At great personal expense,
he had the rhino collected,
mounted and brought to the
States and stored. (The
original plan to mount it
himself was vetoed by Ann.)
WSAi

I
Storage was a problem. It
seems Stan's African Hall
didn't have the space to display a rhinoceros, so until
suitable quarters could be
built, some place was needed
to keep the rhino.
Enter Burger King. In an
article in the "Anderson Independent," Ann, referring to
the storage problem, men-

*m^^a**^m**m^t+

tioned jokingly that "someone can rent a rhino." The
folks at Burger King read
that and showed up at Ann's
office with a "proposition"
that fortunately didn't involve burgers.
The details were worked
out, and for a while at least,
patrons of Burger King Clemson will be treated to the com-

pany of an expatriate rhino
whilst they dine.
What's next for Ann and
Monty Browning? A trip to
Australia is planned. Among
other things, Ann hopes to
hug a koala bear.
Says Ann, "I know they're
probably nasty and all, but
they look so ... so. . . ."
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THE NEW PLACE TO LIVE IN CLEMSON
A GREAT LOCATION ADJOINING CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
"Construction on pool completed"

^"derson

US Hwy 76 Clemson
■ i j»
1 '/> miles to DEATH VALLEY STADIUM

PRE-SALE VILLAS
WILL BUILD TO SUIT

J&

S No. 713 ROSE HILL
2 BR, 2V2 bath, Traditional. Wet bar, rock fireplace, microwave
, screened porch. $72,500.
ACT NOW TO RESERVE SPACE IN BUILDING FOUR'
,

PAUL SCOTT NEWTON
AND
ASSOCIATES
GOLDEN WOODS PLAZA, CLEMSON
Bonded and licensed GENERAL CONTRACTOR

654-4339 or 654-4344 or 654-1302
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Humphries prepares for national pageant
by Kim Norton
features editor
I'm not sure what I expected; I've never met a
Miss South Carolina before.
Maybe I thought she would
be wearing a long, sequined
gown, carrying roses, have a
crown on her head and a
painted smile on her face.
But Nancy Humphries
wasn't wearing a long, sequined gown. She greeted me
at her apartment door wearing a Hawaii T-shirt and running shorts. And there were
no roses or a crown or a
painted smile—the smile was
genuinely friendly and warm.
With a smile like that it is no
wonder she won the judges?
hearts ana votes, and was
crowned Miss South Carolina
1987 on July 11.
Nancy, a 21-year-old senior
majoring in graphic communications here at Clemson,
is preparing for the Miss
America pageant to be held
Sept. 19 in Atlantic City. As
for many girls, being crowned
Miss America would be a
dream come true. But making
a dream like that come true
isn't easy. Just ask Nancy.
"Before I entered the Miss
Myrtle Beach pageant, I decided I really wanted to be
Miss South Carolina," Nancy
said. "I took a light load of
classes in the spring, and prepared for the pageant."
After Nancy was named
Miss Myrtle Beach, her work
for the state pageant began
immediately. All the long
hours of piano practice and
weightlifting paid off when
her name was announced as
the winner of the Miss South

profile
Carolina pageant.
"I was so excited and thrilled
that later, I couldn't remember what I had done," Nancy
said, laughing. "I had to ask
my parents if I made my
walk. I do remember bending
down to hug my dad. The program manager thought I was
falling off the stage."
Nancy's parents have been
a key to her success, she says.
"They have been so supportive of me. One reporter asked
my mom what she would do if
I became Miss America. She
told the reporter, 'We would
miss her, but we're willing to
share her with the rest of the
world.'"
Besides the preparation for
the upcoming pageant, Nancy
also has personal appearances
and speaking engagements to
fulfill. "Until the pageant is
over, we're trying to keep the
appearances to a minimum so
I have more time to practice."
Along with the crown and
the roses came more than
$7,000 in scholarships. According to Nancy, the Miss
America pageant organization awards more money in
scholarships to females than
any other organization in the
world. "And you get so much
more than just money," she
said.
"I have learned a lot about
public relations, how to speak
in front of large audiences and
how to conduct myself in interviews. Since I became Miss
South Carolina, I have had
three job offers that would
utilize my major. Someday I
hope to own an ad agency and

work with people in the
fashion industry.
"The Miss America program is like a selfimprovement course," Nancy
emphasized. "I do not believe
that it is an exploitation of
women. Judges look for wellrounded girls who are intelligent and have ambition."
Nancy is a member of the
Calhoun Honor's College and
maintains a 3.85 GPR. She
has also been on the President's List every semester except the first semester of her
freshman year—that semester she was on the Dean's
List.
Nancy, a member of Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority, said
one of the things she hasr
missed the most is going up
to visit her sorority sisters.
"As soon as I get some free
time, I'm going up on the
sorority floor," she said.
"They [her sorority sisters]
have been so supportive of
me, and I really miss seeing
them."
Another person who hasn't
been able to see a lot of Nancy
is her boyfriend, Clemson
strong safety Matt Riggs. "I
only get to see Matt once or
twice a week," Nancy said.
"Between his football schedule and my schedule, we
haven't been able to spend
much time together. But
Matt is real supportive.
Soon the long piano rehearsals and gown fittings
will be all over or just beginning. If crowned Miss America,
Nancy would immediately
begin doing national appearances and promotions.
When asked if she wanted the
responsibility of being a na-
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Nancy Humphries
tional ambassador, she
replied, "I'm ready!"
If Nancy does take the Miss
America crown, it won't be
just luck. The sleepless nights
and long hours of preparation
will have paid off in a big way.
"I have this quote on my bedroom minor that I read every
morning before I start the
day," she said. "It says, 'The
will to win is important, but
the will to prepare is vital.'"
Because of the support and
encouragement she has received, Nancy is optimistic
and ready to win another
crown. Unfortunately, Matt
can't be in Atlantic City to
cheer Nancy on to victory,
since he will be playing
Georgia in Death Valley that

day. With a smile on her face
that could win any judge's
heart, she said, "It would be
nice if Clemson had two winners that day."
In a few days Nancy will be
leaving for Atlantic City.
With her will be her parents
and, hopefully, some friends
from home and at school.
Nancy's family is full of Clemson tradition. "My sister,
Karen, was Miss Magnolia
two years before I was; my
brother-in-law, Kendall Alley,
was on the National Championship football team; and
my dad was the pitcher on the
team that won the first ACC
Baseball Championship for
Clemson."

SEPT. 9
1-5 p.m. ON SENIOR WALK
SEE YOU THERE!

Accept The Challenge

Get Involved!
A CHANCE FOR ALL STUDENTS TO BECOME INVOLVED IN
ON-CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS.
ANY ORGANIZATION WHO WISHES TO PARTICIPATE, BUT HAS YET
TO REGISTER MAY DO SO IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT UNTIL 3 P.M.,
MONDAY, SEPT. 7.
ORGANIZATIONAL PRESIDENTS: CONTACT YOUR ADVISORS IF YOU
HAVE YET TO RECEIVE YOUR INFORMATIONAL LETTER ON
ORGANIZATIONS DAY '87.
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CO-OP CAREER DAY
SEPTEMBER 9, 1987
PALMETTO ROOM, STUDENT UNION
9:30 AM to 3:30 PM
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The Office of Cooperative Education is presenting a Co-op
Program designed to give students an opportunity to talk
with employers and gain valuable information about
career options.

MILACRON
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What Is Cooperative Education?
• A professional practice program designed to
complement an academic curriculum.
• A way to focus on your career expectations and goals.
• A vehicle to develop better self-understanding and
human relations skills.
• A means to defray your educational costs through a
regular, income-producing job.

Who May Participate?
All Clemson students are welcome to participate in the
program. Special emphasis will be placed on freshman
and sophomore students.

What Employers Will Be There?
Employers from a wide spectrum of the industrial sector wi
participate in the program.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
Visit our office any weekday 8 AM until 4:30 PM
8th floor, Edgar A. Brown University Union,
or call 656-3150.
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Rape
from page 15

TV. The guy, on the other hand, may
take it that she would be willing to
have intercourse with him since she
readily accepted the invitation to go
to his place alone.
"Once there, the girl may realize
what the guy has in mind but may be
powerless to stop him, especially if
both parties have been drinking."
Smith also said society's ideas may
contribute to the problem. "Society
seems to be telling young people that
it is OK to be sexually active," she
said. "Young girls who come to college often think it is expected of them
to have intercourse, regardless of
what they thought before they got to
college."
What can a girl do if she is attacked
by an unarmed man?
Haislett suggests kicking and
screaming. "Date rape is just like any
other kind of attack—if you don't
want to be in it, try to get away."

Smith said that she hopes females
are saying to themselves, "I only got
myself in this far, but I don't have to
go all the way."
What should a girl do if she is
raped?
According to the flier on sexual
assault that the University is sending
out to students, the first thing a victim should do is go to Redfern Health
Center and have a physical exam. A
Sexual Assault Specialist (usually a
woman) from the University Police
Department will come to Redfern and
talk to the victim.
If the victim decides to cooperate
with the police in a criminal investigation, she will be transported by the
police to Easley Baptist Hospital for
the collection of medical evidence.
The Sexual Assault Specialist will
determine the support network of
friends and family who need to be
notified in the event the victim is

Columbo's
Pizza
LARGE 16"
3-topping thin-crust
or
2-topping deep-pan
plus
2-ltr. Coke or Diet Coke

o
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o

for $9.90 plus tax

unable to make an appropriate decision.
The victim chooses whether or not
to press charges against the assailant. If charges are pressed, the case
becomes an official police matter. If
charges are not pressed, the victim
will be notified by University personnel about counseling or additional
medical help.
Does counseling help a rape victim?
Haislett, McCrary and Smith all
agree that counseling is beneficial in
dealing with rape. "Sometimes girls
come in here with the excuse they
want career counseling," Haislett
said. "And then while talking to
them, they break down and tell why
they really wanted to come in.
"The hardest thing for a girl to deal
with is believing that it is rape. These
girls feel extremely guilty and have a
lot of doubts about themselves. They
blame themselves for the behavior of

the male."
Even after several months of counseling, attack victims may have problems in dealing with men. They often
find it difficult to date again, Haislett
said.
What can friends do to help a rape
victim?
Haislett encourages friends to be
supportive and understanding.
"Friends are often the first people to
know about the incident, before the
police or the health center,'-' she said.
"Friends should encourage the victim
to seek help and not to hold in their
emotions and ignore the problem."
What is the University doing to
prevent date rape?
Pamphlets and fliers are being sent
to male and female students, both on
and off campus, to educate them
about date rape. A film addressing
the issue will be shown Sept. 22 in
Lyle Auditorium, Hunter Hall.
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Rent One, Get One
Free until 9/9/87
September & October
All Movies $1
Free Membership

Hot Fudge
Sundae
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Buy One, Get One

653-DrCs
Expires 9/9/87

Expires 9/9/87

LO SHOPPING PLAZA. HWY. 93
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\brdeesi
of Clemson
Now accepting
applications
Mon.-Wed. 3-5
for part-time
help 10-12
hours a week.
# All Shifts *

MOVIES
"fl" US
654-6745
VCR Rentals
Top 40 Movies
Rent 1 Movie
and get the
second one
1/2 Price
with this ad
Hours:
Mon. - Sat. 11.00 -10:00
Sunday 1:00 - 9:00

The
Drink Doctor's Attitude
Adjustment:
11 a.m.-7 p.m.
$ 25
2 Draft Pitchers
75° Canned Beer
s 25
1 Imports
s 50
1 Bar Brands
s 50

2

Premium Mixed Drinks

$ 75

2 Super Premiums
NIGHTLY SPECIALS
9 p.m.-12 midnight!
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Awful
from page 15

turnal patrons. "They are going to be loud. I expect that.
A firm relationship develops between the regular
patrons and Ruby and her
waitresses. "We get attached
to a lot of the kids and know
them by name," Ruby said.
"Some have even come back
in the fall and said, 'I thought
about you all summer.'"
One of the most unusual experiences at the Awful Waffle
happened several years ago,
and involved two of Ruby's
favorite customers. It seems
these two boys came in late
one night after having had a
little too much to drink.
"They were wiped out," Ruby
said.
"We tried to sober them up
as best we could, but they

were so far gone that they fell
over and their faces landed
right in their orders," remembered Ruby. "I couldn't stand
the thought of calling the
police, but we didn't have any
choice because other customers were trying to eat.
"We had this giant of a
policeman in town at the
time. He came in, threw one
over his shoulder, picked up
the other and took them off
for the night. I really hated to
do it, but those boys came
back and thanked me for it."
So despite the long lines,
late nights and occasional
rowdiness, Ruby loves her
business. "I know how it is
for these kids," Ruby said.
"They're having a lot of fun.
They're seeing the best days
of their lives."

Ruiodii Roman/staff photogiaptier

The Waffle King, located in Pendleton, has been a Clemson tradition for 15 years.

. . Pizza Hut
brings great taste
right to your
door*

NOW ENJOY YOUR
FAVORITE PIZZA ANY OF
THREE WAYS: DINE IN,
CARRY OUT, OR DELIVERY.
WE DELIVER PAN PIZZA, z
THIN'N' CRISPY® PIZZA, PRIAZZO® ^EE
ITALIAN PIE, SPAGHETTI, SANDWICHES,
AND SOFT BEVERAGES. Limited Delivery Area and $5.00 Minimum

FRESH, HOT, FAST, FREE DELIVERY!
CALL 654-8646
pig&

DELIVERY HOURS:

Monday - Friday
Beginning at 4:30
Saturday - Sunday
Beginning at 12:00
PRIAZZO and THIN'N' CRISPY are
Trademarks of Pizza Hut, Inc.

Restaurant Hours:

1004 Hwy. 123 W
Clemson, S.C.

-Hut

Mon -Thur11-11
Fri-Sat 11-12
Sunday 12-11

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA
I

$230 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
1.50 OFF ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
30 OFF ANY SMALL PIZZA

$3.00 OFF LARGE SUPER SUPREME
2.00 OFF MEDIUM SUPER SUPREME
1.00 OFF SMALL SUPER SUPREME
Valid for Dine In, Carry Out, or Delivery

Valid for Dine in, Carry Out, or Delivery
Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per party per
order at participating Pizza Hut® Restaurants. Otter good only on
regular prices. Expires 9/30/87

r~

1/20 cent cash redemption value, c 1986 Pizza Hut, Inc. Limited Delivery Area.

Dine In/Take out

654*692

4fut
654-8646 *»

MR DELIVERY

CALL

$230 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
130 OFF ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
30 OFF ANY SMALL PIZZA
Valid for Dine in, Carry Out, or Delivery
Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per party per
order at participating Pizza Hut® Restaurants. Offer good only on
regular prices. Expires 9/30/87
1/20 cent cash redemption value, c 1986 Pizza Hut. Inc. Limited DeBvery Area.

Dine in/Take out
654-8692

Rfea

*0" DHJVERY

CALL 654-8646

®

Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per party per
order at participating Pizza Hut ® Restaurants. Offer good only on
regular prices. Expires 9/30/87
1/20 cent cash redemption value, c 1986 Pizza Hut. Inc. Limited Delivery Area.

Dine In/Take Out
654-8692

FOR DELIVERY

CALL 654-8646

MONDAY SPECIAL ANY LARGE
SINGLE TOPPING PIZZA AND A PITCHER"
OF SOFT DRINK FOR JUST $7.99, DINE IN
ONLY AT CLEMSON PIZZA HUT®
Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per party per
order at participating Pizza Hut® Restaurants. Offer good only on
regular prices. Expires 9/30/87
1/20 cent cash redemption value, c 1984 Pizza Hut. Inc. Limited Delivery Area.

Pl77cl

' FOR DELIVERY OR CARRY OUT
4illte
OFFER WILL BE TWO LARGE SOFT DRINKS n™ 3D
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Entertainment
Madrigal sjngersjnepare for fall concerts
KIT
RonnAQCAtr
by .Tim
Jim Hennessey
managing editor and
Tim Kudlock
assistant managing editor

Trying to take a group of 18
University students and
transfer them into the Elizabethan age is not an easy
task, but it is one Choral
Director Mark Jessie has
taken a liking to.
Jessie has formed an eighteen-member madrigal choir
which will be performing
throughout the fall and will
have a special weekend concert series at the University
in December.
"What we would normally
think of as a madrigal is a
secular piece of music in
either Italy or England,"
Jessie said. "Madrigal songs
would have been used by
members of the court as
entertainment, to get together and sing just for their
own enjoyment.
"Calling the group the
Madrigal Singers, in a way, is
a little bit misleading because
we are obviously going to be
doing things that aren't
madrigals," Jessie said, "but
since the title was already
around, and since a lot of people call what we're planning
for December a 'madrigal
dinner,' it seemed to be all
right to leave the name the
same.
"Actually, we're only going
to be doing one piece that is a
madrigal," he said. "A lot of
the other things are carols,
which are a slightly different
designation."
The madrigal dinner the
group is planning will be called
"The Olde English Yuletide
Feaste and Renaissance
Revel." The concerts will take
place Dec. 5 and 6 in the
Clemson House. Seating of
guests will begin at 6:30, and
the feast will start at 7:00 and
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The Madrigal Choir,
directed by Dr. Mark Jessie,
is busily preparing for the
upcoming fall concert series.
The group will also perform a madrigal dinner entitled "The Olde English
Yuletide Feaste and Renaissance Revel" in the Clemson
House on Dec. 5 and 6. The
dinner will focus on Queen
Elizabeth with performers
portraying court singers
from the early 17th century.

Mieke Beck/staff photographer

end around 9:00.
"The evenings will be focused on Queen Elizabeth,
and we will have someone portraying the Queen. We will
also have the eighteen
singers, a harpsichord, cello,
five recorders, two pages and
two trumpet players," he
said.

"We will be having quite a
few authentic dances of the
time period, including the
traditional tudor kissing
game, which is an Elizabethan 'spin the bottle.'"
The Madrigal Singers will
perform with the University
Chorus during the fall and
spring concerts and on the

chorus' spring tour as well.
"Eventually, I would like to
see the group become more independent and doing its own
things and maybe even
separate concerts. I don't
think that will happen this
spring."
While tickets won't be going on sale until October,
anyone interested in attend-

ing the dinner may contact
the Department of Performing Arts, 717 Strode Tower,
to be put on a mailing list for
further notification.
Jessie said that the evenings would be as authentic as
possible with participants
even donning Elizabethan
costume from the early 17th
century time period.
"The majority of the evening will be geared toward the
Christmas season," he said.
"Most of the music is
Christmas music, and the
menu will be cornish game
hen, rice pilaf, peas with
mushrooms, fruit salad, rolls
and butter, plum pudding or
some sort of flaming dessert
and hot wassail, a hot spicy
cider.
There will be entertainment
throughout the dinner with
small groups minstrelling
around. Music will be performed throughout the first
part of the program as the
boar's head is processed and
the wassail is processed, and
then there will be a brief concert following the dinner.
"This whole tradition (of
having a madrigal dinner), if
I'm not mistaken, started at
Indiana University, probably
in the late 1950s and early
1960s, and then kind of
spread from there. The person
I worked with at Kent State
was at Indiana, so it was sort
of a tradition, and so I follow
what kind of started there.
There are lots of different
variations that people do,
although many of the things
are traditional, like the boar's
head carol and the basic
format," Jessie said.
"I participated for three
years at Kent State, and then
produced two of them up at
Lakeland College in Wisconsin in 1980 and 1981, and
then also participated at the
University of Oklahoma in
1982 and 1983.

Little America will rock amphitheater tonight in First Friday concert
by Sonia Morrow
entertainment editor
Around three p.m. today, the
University will be beginning one of
the biggest parties of the fall. That's
right, if you haven't noticed by now,
it is First Friday once again, and this
year promises to be one of the best

ever.
The Central Dance and Concert
Committee has lined up one of the
newest up-and-coming bands in rock
music for the concert following the
parade. Little America will take the
stage around eight p.m. to provide a
free concert in the Outdoor Theater.
The group, backed by Geffen
Records, has spent most of the sum-

mer on "Billboard's" Top Pop Albums
chart with their self-titled album.
They play what has been called genuine heartfelt rock and roll music.
Without the use of keyboards, synthesizers or studio gimmicks, this
band is getting back to the basics of
rock music.
Like all other groups, behind every
good band is a good producer. Little

America has British producer John
Punter in its corner. Punter is a
well-respected producers who has
worked with such artists as the
Hollies, Moody Blues and Slade.
All in all, the lineup of events
scheduled for this afternoon and tnis
evening should be just the thing to
start off the year's football season
with a blast.

Entertainment Spotlight

Bill Harmon/staff photographer

High scorer
Death Valley received a new scoreboard for the west end zone this week. The scoreboard should be ready for tomorrow's game.

First Friday:

Little America will be playing tonight in
the amphitheater. Show time is set for approximately 8 p.m., and admission is free.

R.E.M.:

R.E.M. tickets are on sale now at the
Union Box Office for the Oct. 2 concert in
Littlejohn Coliseum. The opening act for
R.E.M. will be 10,000 Maniacs.

Y-Theater:

"Soul Man" will be playing a the
Y-Theater Thursday through Saturday.
The shows are at 7 and 9:15 (9:15 only on
Friday), and admission is $1.75.
The free movie will be "Police Academy"
showing at 7 and 9:15 on Sunday.
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Two great ways
to cruise through the semester.

The hand on the left is poised on what could be the most essential part of
your education.
A Macintosh'" computer.
And die hand on die right is gripping pure, simple, unadulterated fun.
A Honda Scooter. One we're giving away
All you have to do for a chance to drive it away is visit your campus
computer center and fill out an entry form. While you're there, take a
Macintosh for a test drive.
Because Macintosh can help you write term papers, categorize
elements of die periodic table, plot die rise and fall of pork-belly prices,
compile computer code, and talk to other computers.
Aid the first 250 people on campus who get behind a mouse, so to
speak, will receive a free Apple8 memo board.

So head over to your campus computer center today. And ask about
our Student Financing Program.
Who knows? You may soon find yourself cruising a little farther than
you expected.

I Test drive a Macintosh.
You may ride away on a Honda Scooter.

Enter Sept. 4-Sept. 25
Computer Center
Call the Help Desk at 3494
Certain restrictions apply; visit y< iur campus computer center for complete promotional details. One free Honda Elite'" 50 Scooter will be awarded per participating school;
only registered students and faculty are eligible to win. Odds of winning ran depending on size of school and number of contest entrants. No purchase necessarv.
£198" Apple Computer. Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. Elite is a trademark of Honda
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Sports
Cats visit Valley hoping for upset

TRAILING
THE TIGER

Tommy Hood
Sports Editor ggHiL
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Treadwell good
in clutch
The sun glared into David
Treadweil's eyes as he fin
ished his kicking for the day.
He was alone on the practice I
field, and he felt that he had
put in a good afternoon's
kicking as he did some exercises to end his kicking session.
There weren't many other
kickers out doing the same
thing on Memorial Day
weekend this past May. But
for David Treadwell it was
just the start of a long summer of work that would help
him win the starting place
kicker's job for tomorrow's
game against Western
arolina.
For David Treadwell being placekicker at Clemson
University has been no walk
in the park. It has taken a
lot of hard work like he put
in this summer to become
the kicker he is.
You see. for Clemson football, placekickers had been
one ot the strong points ol
the team since 1977. That's
when Charley Pell stole
Obed Ariri from the soccer
team and converted him into
one of the nation's finest
kickers. Ariri hit 63 field
goals in his career and had
14 in a row at one point.
When Ariri left for the
pros in 1980, Danny Ford
found another soccer player
in Donald Igwebuike to fill
his shoes. Igwebuike did
most of his kicking in 1981
and in 1984 when he hit
16-17 to lead the nation in
field goal percentage. Bob
Paulling handled field goals
in 1982 and 1983 as he set
the Clemson record for
career field goal percentage.
Then came 1985 and no
soccer player could be found
that could put a football
through the goal posts. Ford
did come up with Adubari
Otorubio, but he was only
good for kickoffs, when accuracy isn't required. This
left the kicking chores for a
group of walk-ons and David
Treadweu was tne man ior
the job against Virginia
Tech in 1985.
He not only won the Virginia Tech game, but came
back last year to win the
Georgia game in Athens and
tie the Maryland^ and South
Carolina games. *
It doesn't take an incredibly good memory to
recall Donald Igwebuike's
miss of a 36-yard field goal
with three seconds left
against Boston College in
iy»z. mat miss lett the
Tigers with a 17-17 tie. And
it doesn't seem that long ago
that Obed Ariri missed an
extra point against North
Carolina in 1977 that forced
the Tigers to settle for a
13-13 tie and second place
in the ACC that year.
Now granted, these two
place kickers did plenty m
their careers to make up for
these two mistakes, but it
would be hard to find a
place-kicker in recent memory who has done more ior
Clemson in the final quarter
than David Treadwell, and
his work this summer has
made him a kicker that will
be more reliable in the first
three quarters of the ballgame^

by J. Scott Broaddus
staff writer
Most Clemson fans are
probably already looking
ahead to the next game in
Death Valley, the Georgia
matchiro in two weeks, but do
,not expect head coach Danny
Ford to take his season
opener lightly when the
Western Carolina Catamounts come to town this
weekend.
"Western Carolina has 18
starters back from a team
that won five of its last seven
games a year ago. Coach
(Bob) Waters will bring them
in here sky-high, you can
count on that," says Ford.
"We need to play error-free
football and be aggressive on
defense. They have had an
outstanding passing game in
recent years so we will have to
be ready for anything."
Coach Waters admits that
his Catamounts return numerous starters from last
year's squad (2nd in the
Southern Conference and 6-5
overall), but he expresses
some concern about bringing
an inexperienced offensive
backfield up against an
intimidating team like Clemson.
"The strength of this team
continues to be our defensive
front, offensive line, wide
receivers and kicking game,"
says Waters. "The questionable area, or unproven
area, is the offensive backfield
where we have virtually no
experience. We have absolutely no game experience at
quarterback and fullback, and
no depth at tailback."
One of the most noteworthy
Catamounts would be two-

time first team I-AA AllAmerican place-kicker Kirk
Koach. In 1986 Roach kicked
the most field goals (24), had
the best success percentage
(.857) and the best game
average (2.18) of all the nation's kickers.
Leading the Western Carolina offense will be sophomore
Todd Cottrell, who will be
making his first varsity appearance at quarterback.
Senior tailback David
Mayfield (863 career rushing
yards, 23 TDs) should carry
the burden of the rushing
game. The offense also
returns two All-Southern
Conference starters, wide
receiver Vincent Nowell and
guard Steve Hall.
The defense has eight
starters returning from last
season, led by three second
team all-conference selections—end Geno Segers (73
tackles, 14 for losses), tackle
Chris Spach (66 tackles, 9
sacks), and linebacker
Everett Spellman (106
tackles).
Clemson has won all three
of its previous meetings with
Western Carolina and each
has been played in Death
Valley. The first two contests,
in 1980 and 1982, were surprisingly close, with scores of
17-10 and 21-10. The last
meeting, in 1983, was an expected blowout, 44-10.
"We played against very
good, top-10 Clemson teams
in '82 and '83, and I understand that this team is held in
even higher regard going into
the season," says Waters. "I
hear and read they do not
have the experience at tailback they have had in recent
seasons, but that will be off-.

Edgar Pickett (42) and Jim Scott celebrate a sack of
Western Carolina quarterback Jeff Gilbert in 1983, the last
time the Tigers and the Cats met.
set by all those big people on
"It is an exciting, albeit
scarv
the offensive and defensive that
experience playing in
lines ... I didn't realize
atmosphere at Clemson,"
humans grew that big.
added Waters.

Booters debut successfully in new stadium
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
Things couldn't have gone
much better for head soccer
coach I. M. Ibrahim on Tuesday night. After seeing his
new 4,000-seat stadium fill
almost to capacity, he saw his
team play almost flawlessly
as they defeated UNC-Ashe-

ville 8-0.
The 20th-ranked Tigers
played aggressive ball for 90
minutes as they completely
shut down any plan the
Bulldogs might have had for
a shutout. "We want to play
aggressively all year long,"
Ibrahim said. "We've got
some tough competition on
Sundays this year against
some ACC teams so we've got

in front of the goal from 30
yards out.
Bruce Murray then showed
why he is an All-American 10
minutes later as he took the
ball 10 yards out and was cut
off by the UNC-A goalie.
After slipping by the goalie
and almost going out of
bounds on the left side of the
net, Murray flipped a shot
behind his right foot to make
the score 3-0 with 23:10 gone
in the contest.
"This game was a good way
to start my second 20 years
here at Clemson," Ibrahim
said. "It was good to start
with a shutout, and even
though they weren't ACC
competition, I thought our
team responded well."
The Tigers went into halftime leading 5-0 as they
limited UNC-A to one shot on
goal and one corner kick. The
Tigers had 22 shots on goal
and 18 corner kicks in the
first half.
' *
Puarse Tormey, a freshman
from Drogheda, Ireland,
scored the Tiger's sixth goal
with three minutes gone in
the second half as his shot
.i**"**
from 10 yards out slipped
under the goalie's legs.

to be an aggressive team."
Five teams from the ACC are
currently ranked in the top
20.
The Tigers started the scoring barrage with 11:30 gone in
the contest as Jamey Rootes
put back in a shot that
deflected off the UNC-A
goalie. Edu Boomstoppel
followed two minutes later
with a goal on a shot directly
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Tiger striker Bruce Murray heads a shot out of the box in Tuesday night's 8-0 victory
over UNC-A.

Bruce Murray, who ended
up with three goals on the
night, made the score 7-0
with :a shot from the box with
■•■ !v:(«-s pone in the second
hall, and Thomas Najir made
tne luicu 8-U on a goal with
26:33 left in the contest.
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Back to
School Sale
$

18

88

Your Choice
Regular $29.99

King Chair
Designed for Kings
and Queens. Durable buri lacquered finish. Cushion
not included.

Regular $29.99

Director's
Chair
Available in natural
wood with navy,
green or beige
canvas.

Jumbo cane hampers
Regular $5.99, 24x17" now $3.99
Regular $7.99, 26x21" now $5.99
Regular $9.99, 28x21" now $6.99

50% OFF
Group of brass planters
ro

Large assortment in graduated sizes
and various designs.

3" to $7"

$"788

$

Assorted Posters

Reg. $14.99 "bar-noculars"

Great wall decor, includes "Ollie
North for President" poster.

For games, concerts, races. Holds
16-ounces of your favorite drink.

Reg. $1.49 Genie incense

Trellis fan, now $3.99

Reg. $19.99 bath shelves

Available in six different scents to suit
your particular mood.

Sure to dress up any wall or use in
grouping. 49x32" size.

Reg. $39 swing arm lamp

Sturdy, versatile two-tier shelves in
lacquered rattan.

Great for any room or the dorm. Solid
brass, easy to mount.

&£/BAZAAR
Anderson Mall (next to Sears), 3101 Main Street, Anderson, S.C • 231-6037
Limit
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Tech's Ingram two sport all-star

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE

by Benny Benton
assistant sports editor

• Jansport bookbags
• Duck Head pants
• Clemson T-shirts and sweatshirts
• Socks, boxers, etc., etc.
"Quality Merchandise at Reasonable
Prices for Clemson Students Since 1899"
Downtown Clemson
654-6446

The dream of becoming one
of the nation's elite in a particular sport is one that every
player reaches for, yet very
few obtain. Those that do
reach the pinnacle of college
athletics have done so
through extreme dedication
and sacrifice, both as a player
and as a student. To reach the
top in one sport is amazing, to
do so in two different sports
seems almost superhuman.
Yet for Georgia Tech's Riccardo Ingram, this accomplishment is not a dream, but a
reality.
Ingram recently received
the ACC's "Athlete of the
Year," the Anthony J.
McKevlin Trophy, for his
outstanding performances in
both football and baseball.
An Ail-American in baseball, Ingram broke the ACC
record for RBI's in a season
with 99 on his way to becoming the ACC's "Player of the
Year." He led the league in
hitting with a .426 average,
and led Tech to its third
straight ACC title.
Ingram's talent was celebrated nationwide recently
as he ripped a two-run homer
over the left field fence with
two out in the bottom of the
ninth inning to lead the U.S.
to a 6-4 victory over the
Cubans in the Pan American
Games.
Yet Ingram's abilities have
been equally impressive in
football. As a free safety, he;
led the Tech squad in tackles
with 91 hits, and finished

1

%ltSoccer Stadium $4S
%J? Dedication %*
Sunday, Sept 6*2 p.m.
CLEMSON
vs.
UNC-Greensboro
FIRST 2,000 FANS
TO RECEIVE A
FREE KEYCHAIN

Riccardo Ingram

around the ACC
I

third in the country in punt
returns with a 14.6 average.
His aggressive play and
leadership earned him AllACC honors, making him the
first all-conference player in
two separate sports since
Clemson's Bob Pauling did so
in 1983.
The nation has not overlooked Ingram's prowess in
this sport either. In preseason selections, Ingram has
been named an All-American
by "Smith and Street,"
"Playboy" and "The Sporting News."

Shear Magic Hairstyling
• Wolff Tanning Beds
• Everyday Low Prices
• Walk-ins Welcomed
Located Downtown Clemson
under Lynch's Drug

* 654-7549 *

Come See Our Enlarged
Top 50 Section

2500 TOP

MOVIES

AND VCR'S FOR RENT
MOVIES 990 VCR'S $5 OVERNIGHT
1 Victoria Sq. College Ave. 654-7844

While the ultimate achievement for a college athlete, the
two-sport All-American
honor, is within Ingram's
grasp, he has not made this
effort a major priority for the
upcoming seson.
"I'm not really looking at it
as a goal. I'm looking to have
a great season in football and
just improve every year. If it
happens, that'll be fine; if it
doesn't then I won't feel
badly about it. I'm just going
to go out and play hard every
day and keep the same attitude in the way I play. I
never let things that I have
no control over bother me."
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CLEMSON
X-COUNTRY
TIME TRIALS
vs.
SOUTH CAROLINA

*»«^«, *5>isSfc. f»"y|j|i>
4-W**?«ss$>>''- •' ."'-,-■ -

Saturday, Sept. 5
10 a.m.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
The fastest growing pizza
delivery company in the
, world wants you! Domino's
Pizza has over 3,000
stores in the U.S.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
TO GET AHEAD
(75% of Domino's Pizza
franchi jees began their
careers as c1 slivery
drivers.)

Even if you think you've
got a good job, Domino's
Pizza can show you an
even better one, or a way
to supplement your
income.

Just fill in the application
on the back of this flyer
and give it to the manager
of the Domiro's Pizza
store nearest you.

Domino's Pizza offers all
employees competitive
starting hourly wage,
regular merit increases,
exciting incentive
programs, paid vacations,
and an opportunity for
advancement to our
manager-in-training
program.

DOMINO'S PIZZA

MANAGER TRAINEES
Applicants should be
self motivated, 18 years
or older, enjoy working
with the public. Fast food
experience or college
preferred. Group health,
Life, and Dental after 90
days. Become a manager
in 6 to 12 months with
unlimited earning potential.
DELIVERY PERSONS
Day and evening flexible
shifts, full or part time.
Must be at least 18 years
(Fed. law), have your own
car with insurance and
want to earn $6 to $10 per
hour (wage, tips, and
mileage reimbursement)
PHONE PERSONS
We'll train you to handle
customers in person and
over the telephone. Crosstraining in other in-store
positions as well. Day and
evening, flexible hours are
available.

© 1987 Domino's Pizza Inc

384-2 College Avenue
Clemson, SC 29631
(803) 654-3082

Join the
Domino's
Pizza Team!
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UNIVERSITY UNION

PICK KELLEY
v,<c?

Edgar's
Monday Night NFL on Wide-screen
Beginning Sept. 14
8 p.m.
N.Y. Giants vs. Chicago Bears
Pizza and Beer
(Cromer's Videos next door in Games Area)

Thursday, Sept. 10
in Edgar's
9 p.m.
$1 cover
CUU COFFEEHOUSE COMMITTEE

LAST CHANCE!
Tickets
on sale now!

for Bowling Leagues
officially beginning Sept. 7 and 9, 6:45 p.m.
Union Games Area Lanes

Union Box Office
12-5 p.m.
$15

See what Clemson looks like
from 150 feet in the air!
Completely free!
Take a ride in the Channel 4
hot-air balloon!

RIM.

MICHAEL STIPE

MIKE MILLS

BILL BERRY

PETER BUCK

Don't wait, buy today!

Gauley Whitewater Trip
West Virginia
Sept. 11-12
$80
Experience some of the most exciting
Whitewater rafting in the United States.
Sign up now!

Enjoy a fun-filled day at
Six Flags Over Georgia!
$20 per person
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 12
Sign up now!

Don't miss the movies at
the Y-Theater this weekend—
SOUL MAN Thursday-Saturday
7 &9:15 p.m. • $1.75
POLICE ACADEMY Sunday
7 8c 9:15 p.m.
Free Flick
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Volleyball team hopes to join ACC's elite
by Bill Vereen
staff writer
After surprising success in
the 1986 campaign, the Lady
Tiger volleyball team is hoping to join the ACC elite in
1987. What should have been
a transitional period last year
turned into Clemson's first
winning season in five years.
The Lady Tigers turned a
13-26 1985 record into a
21-13 mark a year ago.
The leader of this resurgence is second-year coach
Linda White. After compiling
a distinguished 14-year
383-77 record at Wando High
School in Charleston, White
brought a new system of set
offensive and defensive plays
to Clemson. This, coupled
with her enthusiasm, discipline and winning attitude,
has paid big dividends for the
volleyball program in only
one year.
Coach White is highly optimistic about the upcoming

season. "We have the talent,
but we also play a much
stronger schedule. We're
ahead of where we hoped the
program would be at this
point, but we can't relax after
last year's success."
White's goal in 1987 will be
to continue the winning
trend. "The players know the
offense now, so after working
on improved execution in practice, the team should be more
aggressive and offensiveminded during the season."
White also hopes to instill a
winning attitude so that the
Lady Tigers can move up to
the next stage mentally: expecting to win every game. If
this happens, Clemson could
have its first-ever ACC title in
women's volleyball.
If Clemson is to contend for
the title in 1987, they will
count on a blend of experienced players and a strong
freshman class. Although
1986 team leaders Denise
Murphy and Lynne Lugering

were lost to graduation, four Volleyball since the age of 12,
starters return. They are led earning All-American honors.
Outside hitting should be
by the middle blocking tandem of senior Joy Fleming the most improved area of the
and junior Wendy Anderson. team this year, with many
Fleming was the premier mid- players battling to make condle blocker in the ACC last tributions. Three-year starter
year, leading the conference Chris Sherman returns as the
with 197 blocks. Anderson most consistent player on the
was second in blocks to team. The Academic AllFleming, and earned the MVP American was among team
trophy for her play in the leaders in several statistical
Alabama-Birmingham tour- categories in 1986.
nament last year. Athletic
Amy Vaughn, a junior
success at Clemson is not new transfer from East Tennessee
to the Anderson family; State, should step into the
Wendy's brother Randy is a other outside starting posiquarterback for the football tion after sitting out last
season. Junior hitters
team.
Anchoring the setters this Jennifer Feeley, Mary
year will be senior Cindy Johnson, and Tammy
Tucci and freshman Jenny Quaresima should see signifiYurkanin. Tucci is a four-year cant playing time as reserves.
starter who is known for her Citing a lack of height at the
aggressiveness and clutch outside hitter position. White
play. Yurkanin was one of landed three players 511"
Clemson's outstanding re- and over to bolster the Tigers'
cruits last year, and immedi- attack. Leading these freshately steps into the lineup. men is Karen Kamarauskas, a
She has played Junior Olympic high school teammate of

fellow Clemson signee Jenny
Yurkanin. She was also a
Junior Olympic All-American
and is expected to make an
immediate impact on the program.
Clemson will face one of the
toughest schedules ever this
year, with 11 of their first 13
games on the road. Fourteen
games will be held at home
this season, opening with
Western Carolina on Saturday (10 a.m.) and concluding
with the ACC Women's Volleyball Tournament March 20-22.
Jervey Gym, the home site
of the Lady Tigers, was
renovated in the off-season.
In order to host the tournament, the roof was raised to
an acceptable height and a
world-class net system was
installed. Coach White cites
these and other improvements as evidence of "the
Athletic Department's commitment to a quality women's
volleyball program here at
Clemson."

WSBF-FM 88.1

Wall Street South
Investment Club Meeting

the beat alternative
will be back on the air
TOMORROW, SEPT. 5.

Thursday, Sept. 10, 5 p.m.
Room 1 Sirrine

Be sure to tune in for the best of

Industry Presentations
New Members Welcome

• progressive

• reggae

• jazz

• soul

• blues

• and Clemson Soccer

That's WSBF-FM 88.1
We thank you for your support

LAST CHANCE TO INVEST!

CROSS STITCHERSDO

I

*

you want

s Clemson Charts
s Greek Charts
For information order blank
send a 224; stamp with
name and address to
IN-STITCHES
Rt. 3, Box 226
Central, SC 29630

/

&fo i
SOCCER

Anyone interested in registering an Open League Soccer team may do so in
Room 251, Fike Recreation Center. Registration closes Wednesday, Sept. 16,
with round-robin play beginning Monday, Sept. 21.

SOFTBALL

The Intramural Department would like to congratulate the finalists in the
Clemson Invitational Tournament: First Place—Sigma Alpha Epsilon Lions,
Second Place—Uncivilized, Third Place—Bullpen Janitors, Fourth
Place—Wild Child. We would like to thank all who participated.

CIT

Anyone interested in registering an Open League Softball team may do so in
Room 251, Fike Recreation Center. Registration closes Wednesday, Sept. 16,
with round robin play beginning Monday, Sept. 21.

For more information come by the Intramural Sports Office, 251 Fike
Recreation Center, or call 656-2116.
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Fleming credits father for volleyball success
by Judith Molnar
staff writer
Clemson may not be a household
word in Ambridge, Pennsylvania, but
to one Clemson volleyball player, it
meant the chance to fulfill goals on
and off the court.
"I was so impressed with how
everyone is so Clemson oriented down
here. Everything is orange and there
are tiger paws everywhere, and it
makes one feel a part of all the school
spirit," said Joy Fleming.
Fleming is returning to play her
final season as a Lady Tiger. With
three varsity letters and the title of
co-captain, the season for Fleming is
starting off on the right foot.
Last season the Clemson volleyball
team supported a record of 23-12, one
of the best seasons the team has seen
in several years. Fleming contributed
to the team's success in many ways.
Currently, Fleming is ranked 13th
in the nation in blocking with an
average of 1.50 per game. Fleming
leads the ACC in blocking with 197
career blocks.
"The greatest feeling on court is
when I go up and stuff an opponent
one on one. You know they are trying
to hit the ball so hard and blocking
them makes me feel so good, then you
have sore arms," Fleming said with a
hint of laughter and a smile.
Fleming has not only dominated as
a middle hitter and blocker, but she is
also able to earn her keep as a defense
player in the back row. Fleming is
16th in the nation with 3.82 digs per
game.
"The best volleyball experience I
have had since I have been here was
when I was awarded ACC player of
the week last season, because it is all

to the mentally and physically handicapped by giving them her time and
love.

player profile
the coaches voting and made me feel
as if they respected me as a player,"
Fleming said.
Pressure is the key to Fleming's
success on the court when she knows
she has to get the job done. "I know
when the game is tight at 14-13 I
want to get the set because I am confident in pressure situations that I
will put the ball away," Fleming said.
"Dealing with the pressure situations
has helped to make me a better
person."

Fleming is a member of Block C,
the athletic lettermen club, and she
has the opportunity each spring to
help out with the Special Olympics.
"It is so rewarding to see how happy
the children were, because when they
would run their sprint, you'd be at the
finish line to give them a hug, and
they would be so happy," Fleming
said.
Spare time for Fleming to relax has
become more a chore than a time to
sit down. "When I have a spare moment I find myself not knowing what
to do, because I am always rushing
around and then finally when I do
have a moment I ask myself what do I

A lot of Fleming's ability to deal
with pressure situations has come
from the motivating factor in her
career as an athlete, her father. "My
father would never give you a compliment unless you did something so
outstanding, that it was obvious you
did something well. I remember after
games my father would never tell me
I did well, just the things I needed to
correct. But the time I do remember
he told me I played well, and I knew it
too," Fleming said.

Joy Fleming

Russell Roman/staff photographer

joring in therapeutic recreation and
hopes to reach her future long-term
goal of owning her own center or
home for the handicapped.

"I know now that if it was not for
my father pushing me to do better, I
would not have done as well for myself now," Fleming said. "My father
was really important "in helping me
get a scholarship, because he pushed
me to do my best.
"I have a lot of personal goals I
want to accomplish this season to
prove something to myself. I always
want to do better for my own personal
satisfaction."
All the discipline Fleming has
learned as an athlete at Clemson she
hopes to carry over into her future
plans. Fleming wants to work with
mentally and physically handicapped
people when she graduates. She is ma-

have to do next?" Usually Fleming
finds time to listen to music when she
is alone so she can "chill out." Fleming also loves to play softball and
waterski when she has the chance.

Fleming is optimistic about the upcoming season and thinks Clemson
Fleming participated in lab work has a good chance of winning the
last semester which gave her the opportunity to work with handicapped ACC championship in volleyball. "I
think we are going to surprise a lot of
children.
teams this year," Fleming said.
"I looked forward to working with
the handicapped because the small
Whatever the future holds for
things you do for them make them so Fleming, it will be a promising one
happy, and it makes me feel so good because of the lessons she has learned
when I know I have done something on and off the court about discipline,
for them," Fleming said. "I remem- sacrifice and dealing with people.
ber when I would play basketball
Student-athletes give up a lot of
with this boy named Bobby he would
light up any time I did anything. freedoms that normal students take
They just want to kiss and hug you for granted, but the limitations have
every time you walk into the room." not affected Fleming. Rather, they
Fleming has learned many lessons
from volleyball and the lab which are
important in her pursuit to reach out

have helped her gain an insight into
her future plans and have provided
her the vehicle to make it all possible.
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Football team renewed winning ways in 77
by Tommy Hood
sports editor
It seems almost certain
that the 1987 edition of the
Tiger football team will
emerge with a winning record
at season's end. A major bowl
and a possible national championship are in the picture according to some forecasters.
Winning is something that
people have come to expect
out of Tiger football.
However, the groundwork
for this season was laid
almost a decade ago, when
winning wasn't taken for
granted and losing seasons
had been the pattern. Ten
years ago, suggestions of a
winning season and a bowl
were a bit farfetched.
Going into the 1977 season
the Tigers had achieved only
one winning season in the
previous nine years and had
not been to a bowl in 19 years.
And the outlook was not
bright for the 1977 group.
Daily papers across the
southeast predicted nothing
more than an embarrassing
season for the Tigers.
"The Atlanta Constitution" described the Tigers
as "a severe depression in the
geography of ACC football."
The opposition even looked
forward to their meetings
with the Tigers that season.
"Our wide-tackle six gives me
fits in practice. I can't wait to
get to work against the Clemson
defense," said Maryland
quarterback Mark Manges.
The Tigers had just come
off a 3-6-2 season and had a
very young squad, a new
coach and a new offensive
system facing the upcoming
season. What the Tigers did
that season set the pattern
for Clemson football for the
next decade. They not only
stunned the critics that
season by going 8-3-1, but
they propelled Clemson football to a decade of excellence
in which they have won 75
percent of the games.
The Tigers have been to six
bowl games, have won four
Atlantic Coast Conference
championships and won a national championship in the
past 10 years.
Few people would have ever
imagined such a fate for the
Tigers as they lined up
against the Maryland
Terrapins for their season
opener in 1977.

Not the same
Clemson football team
The defending ACC champion, Maryland brought a
top-10 club into the Valley
that day. Tiger fans were optimistic but Terp quarterback
Mark Manges was even more
confident of the outcome.
Manges would regret ever
taking the Clemson defense
lightly by the end of the
game.
The Tigers had just hired
their third head coach in the
past seven years to face the
Terps. This was Charley
Pell's first game before the
home crowd in Clemson,
which numbered about
45,000. Pell had replaced Red
Parker, who would later be
remembered as a person who
couldn't coach, but could
recruit and it was Parker's
players that lined up that day
for Charley Pell, who coached
them to their potential.
Against Maryland, the
Tigers didn't win, which was
expected, but they put on a
show that was an indication
of things to come for the
Tigers.
The Terps led 7-0 and were
driving toward another touchdown later in the first half.
Manges rolled right deep in
Tiger territory, then threw
back across the field toward
split end Vince Kinney.
Manges then could only stare
in horror as Tiger cornerback
Red Varn picked off the pass
and raced 93 yards for a Tiger
touchdown to knot the score
at the half. Just when it seemed
that the Tigers were headed
for a mediocre season again,
Varn stepped in front of a
pass and brought the Tigers
back from the dead.
Lester Brown added a oneyard run in the third quarter
to put the Tigers up 14-7, but
the Terps fought back with
two touchdowns in the final
17 minutes to pull out the
contest 21-14.
Manges went out early in
the third quarter when he was
unable to move the ball
against the defense he "looked
forward to working against."
Manges claimed to have suffered a sprained ankle, but he
was not hobbling very
noticeably.
Fans could sense that this
was not the same Tiger club

Quarterback Steve Fuller couldn't quite pull off an upset against eventual National
Champion Notre Dame in 1977. Fuller did lead the Tigers to their best season in 20 years.
that lost six games the yard line.
Duke, JSJC "'ate, Wake
previous season. It would be
With 12 seconds left, Forest, and North Carolina
the last time the Tigers would Pyburn had a pass knocked
lose for more than two months. down, but he found Norris would decide how the Tigers
The winning streak began again for the score with six would finish in the conference
the next week "between the seconds left. Vince Dooley standings.
The Tigers met the Blue
hedges" at the University of then decided to go for the win Devils
at Durham under a
Georgia. The Tigers had by going for a two-point con- beautiful Carolina-blue sky
never won at Georgia and had version instead of the extra
for Duke's homecoming
lost to the Bulldogs 41-0 in point and a sure tie.
game.
And it appeared tha
the Valley the previous year.
After a delay of game penalty the Tigers may have been
The Tigers ground out a which placed the Bulldogs at
7-6 win in a game played in a the eight-yard line, Jeff headed for a letdown as the
constant drizzle in front of Pyburn lofted a pass that was Blue Devils went into halfmore than 56,000 Bulldog just out of the reach of two time with a 3-0 lead.
However, the defense got
fans hoping to see Vince Georgia receivers and the
the
Tigers back on track when
Dooley's 100th win as a head Tigers escaped with their bigJim
Stuckey got a rare incoach. While they didn't see gest win in a long time.
terception
at the Tiger
Dooley's historic win, they
In a scene that was similar 45-yard line. Six plays later
did see a game that would be to last year's win at Georgia,
remembered as one of the the band played on and on, for Steve Fuller carried the ball
in from three yards out to put
Tigers' most historic wins.
almost 45 minutes after the the Tigers up for good. Obed
The Tigers scored the lone
game ended. And when the Ariri added a 46-yard field
touchdown in the third
team, led by Archie Reese, goal and Lester Brown had a
quarter on a Lester Brown
came out of the locker room, seven-yard TD run as the
three-yard run and seemed in
the music started it all over defense came up with big play
control of the contest with 20
again.
after big play to propel the
seconds left in the game and
Pell could be found after the Tigers to a 17-11 victory.
the Bulldogs on their own
game in the locker room with
The game was not a total
49-yard line. But the Dawgs
tears in his eyes after his first victory for the Tigers as
pulled out all the stops to
win for Clemson. "These quarterback Steve Fuller
fight back in the contest.
players are the hardest-work- severely injured his left hand
Georgia quarterback Jeff
ing people I have ever been in the contest. Fuller did not
Pyburn lateraled back to
around," Pell said after the practice the entire week for
tight end Ulysses Norris who
game.
the Tigers' next opponent,
then let go of a pass that
NC State.
somehow found receiver Jesse The ACC battle begins
NC State would bring in
Murray between five Tiger
The Tigers were still sky their Ail-American running
defenders at the Tiger eight^h when they met Georgia back, Ted Brown and many
iech the next week in what thought that this would be
would be the Tigers' last the game in which the young
game at Grant Field until Tiger team's bubble would be
1984. Steve Fuller had his burst.
Fuller did play against the
first big day of the year
Pack,
but it would be the
against the Yellow Jackets as
heroics
of a former quarterhe rushed for two touchdowns back, Willie
and was 5-9 passing for 163 "^fr '*/"?, J?rdan: tethat
yards, all to All-American S ^
^ After !
al t>
ear
Jerry Butler. Lester Brown ^ g° . Jy * the second
added 134 yards rushing and half put the Pack on top 3-0,
was Jordan's turn to excite
the Tigers had conquered it
the crowd.
Georgia and had proven that
they were a legitimate power
Wolfpack punter Johnny
to contend with.
Evans
hit a low punt that
The Tigers then went on to
Jordan
took at the goal line.
conquer the state of Virginia
Jordan,
known for his
in impressive fashion by
defeating Virginia Tech "Willie's Return Service"
31-13 at Blacksburg and t-shirt, took off from the goal
Virginia 31-0 at homecoming. line down the left sideline and
Steve Fuller sat by his locker didn't stop until he was
puffing on a victory cigar caught at the State 29-yard
ifter the Virginia Tech game. line. "As soon as Evans hit
"We didn't know how to win the punt, I knew that it was
until we got lucky and beat the one I had been waiting for
Georgia," he said. "I am look- all day," said Jordan.
ing for an 8-3 season now."
He wasn't far off the mark.
"When Willie caught the
For the Tigers the state of ball and started running, I
Pittsburgh manhandled the Tigers 34-3 in the 1977 Gator Bowl. Quarterback Steve
North Carolina came next. said to iryself, 'oh, boy, here
Fuller (4) was running for his life all night.
Games against ACC foes goes Willie again,'" said free
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from page two

safety Steve Ryan. "I
thought our offense was going to have to start around
our own five-yard line."
Three plays later Steve
Fuller connected with Jerry
Butler for a 19-yard TD pass
that provided the final score
7-3. Steve Ryan picked off a
Johnny Evans pass late in the
contest to preserve the win.
The Tigers won their next
game against Wake Forest
and were now ready to tackle
the meat of their schedule.
"We've got our offense in
high gear," said defensive end
Johnathan Brooks after the
game. "If we have it in high
gear, maybe we can handle
anybody in the country."

Tigers face
tough times
The Tigers would now enter
the toughest part of their
schedule, facing North
Carolina, Notre Dame and
South Carolina in the next
three weeks. "I don't think
Notre Dame will be a real
problem if we get by North
Carolina," Brooks said. "If
we get by North Carolina,
everybody will be so high for
Notre Dame that we can take
them. Everybody is looking
forward to the Orange Bowl."
It appeared that Brooks
was not the only one looking
ahead to No. 1 Notre Dame as
they took on the Tar Heels.
In the first half, freshman
punter David Sims dropped a
snap deep in Tiger territory
which set up the first Tar
Heel score, a Tom Biddle

22-yard field goal. "I
shouldn't have used David as
a punter today," Pell said
after the game. "I put him
under unusual pressure. I
don't think he was confident
in his leg, but he felt he could
do it and I have a lot of faith
in him." Sims had pulled a
hamstring earlier in the
season and his punting
average suffered beause of
the injury.
Clemson struck with a
12-yard run by Tracy Perry in
the second quarter, but the
Tar Heels responded with a
59-yard run by freshman tailback Amos Lawrence to make
the score 10-7 in Carolina's
favor at the half.
The score remained the
same until Lester Brown
scored for the Tigers in the
fourth period on a two-yard
run. However, Obed Ariri
missed his only extra point of
the year to make the score
13-10 with 11 minutes left in
the tame.
The Tigers had a costly
turnover in Carolina territory
with time running out to
enable the Tar Heels to kick
the tying field goal from 30
yards out with 58 seconds left
in the game. The Tar Heels
celebrated as if they had won
the game after it was over,
while many of the Tigers cried
in their locker room. Carolina
would go on to win the conference title by a game over
the Tigers.
The Tigers' contest with
Notre Dame the next week
was preceded by a telegram to
Bob James, ACC commissioner, from Dan Devine,
Irish head coach, who expressed his concern about the

contest as they visited the
Gamecocks of the University
of South Carolina. The Tigers
surged out to a commanding
24-0 lead in the third quarter,
but a Carolina rally brought
L
Maryland
14-21
them back to lead 27-24 with
W at Georgia
1:48 to play.
7-6
The Tigers' hopes looked
W at Georgia Tech
31-14
bleak, but Steve Fuller
brought the Tigers back down
W at Virginia Tech 31- -13
the field after the kickoff and
hooked up with Jerry Butler
W Virginia
31-0
on a 20-yard touchdown pass
W at Duke
17-11
with 49 seconds to play to
secure a 31-27 victory for the
W N.C. State
7-3
Tigers. Fuller stretched
Butler to the limit on the TD
W Wake Forest
26-0
pass as Butler went high in
T
the air to snag the aerial.
at North Carolina
13-13
The win sent the Tigers into
L
Notre Dame
17-21
the Gator Bowl to face the
Pitt Panthers where they
W at South Carolina
31-27
found themselves overmatched
by the powerful Panthers,
L
Pittsburgh (Gator Bowl)
3-34
led by quarterback Matt
Cavanaugh. The only highlight of the game was a Gator
Overall Record: 8-3-1
Bowl-record 49-yard field goal
by Obed Ariri as the Tigers
were smashed 35-3.
noise that the Clemson crowd terceptions. Fuller's counterDespite the defeat in the
was known to make. He said part, Joe Montana, hit 9-21 Gator Bowl, which was the
that he had heard of then- passes for 172 yards during first bowl the Tigers had been
power to control the game.
the contest.
to in 19 years, the team had
It was the Tiger defense
However, it was the Tigers' set the standard for Clemson
that controlled the contest old nemesis, the turnover, football for years to come.
against Notre Dame, not the that did them in. The Tigers Several of, the players on the
crowd. The Tigers took a 10-7 fumbled three times in the team went on to successful
halftime lead and the Clemson second half, enabling the pro careers and many more
defense held the Irish to a Irish to score twice in the are remembered for the role
total of —15 yards during the fourth quarter and pull out a they played in the next year's
second period while Devine 21-17 decision. Notre Dame 11-1 season and Gator Bowl
showed little class in pro- went on to claim the national victory over Ohio State.
testing calls continuously championship.
The team, which had been
during the game.
labeled "a severe depression
The Tigers also held the
in ACC football" by writers
edge on offense as Steve Butler comes through
before the season, rose above
Fuller hit 13-20 passes for
their expectations and set a
185 yards for the game
standard of excellence that
against a Notre Dame club
A Gator Bowl invitation Tiger football teams have
that led the nation in in- was riding on the Tigers' next followed for the past 10 years.

1977 Football Scores

"WE'RE JHE PLACE FOR
YOUR FAVORITE CASE!"

PLE^
FOOD STORES

KEGS

GOOSENECKS

Natural Light-$2.39 6 PAK / $8.99 Case
BUD-7.5 GAL.-S29.00 & DEP.
s
Budweiser-2.69 6 PAK / 9.99 Case

(DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON GOOSENECKS)
<<<

TIGER FAVORITES

99

Lowenbrau-15.5 GAL.-$41.00 & DEP.
(WE RESERVE KEGS-JUST CALL)
-654-2907-

BUSCH - SUITCASES - $7.99 / CS.
BUDWEISER SUITCASES -$10.99 / CS.
MOOSEHEAD BOTTLES-$3.99 / 6 PAK
NATURAL LIGHT CANS-$9.99 / CS.
* WE HAVE THE "MICH GOLD" CARDS *

233 PENDLETON RD. • BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY • 654-2907
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Line key to team's success
If the key to a strong structure is a good foundation,
then the 1987 version of the
Tiger football team will be
one of the sturdiest on record.
Head coach Danny Ford
has built a rock-solid foundation for his football team in
his offensive and defensive
lines, which have never been
weak as long as Ford has been
head coach. However, this
year's line is being touted as
one of the best in the nation,
and the Clemson sports information department is not far
from the truth when they
make that claim for the lines.
Put on top of the foundation an experienced quarterback and a defensive backfield that is a year older and a
year wiser, and Ford has
assembled one of his best
groups in years in terms of
overall talent.
"This could be the best
looking group in our nine
years at Clemson,'' said Ford,
who saw his club win the National Championship in 1981.
The offensive line will lead a
unit that lost over 13,000
yards of total offense when
last year's class' eligibility
ran out. But as Ford explains,
"In 1983 we lost Cliff Austin,
Chuck McSwain and Jeff McCall and we wondered who
would play in the backfield.
But Kenny Flowers, Terrence
Plagler and Steve Griffin
came along and did a great
job."
Now Flowers, Flagler and
Griffin are gone along with
wide receivers Terrence
Roulhac and Ray Williams
and it's up to Ford to find replacements again.
Coming out of spring practice, the battle for the starting tailback spot was a dead
heat between Terry Allen and
Wesley McFadden. Junior

college transfer Chinadu
Ohan ran a close third, but his
fumbling and lack of experience could limit his playing
time this fall.
Reggie Demps and Joe
Henderson could also see considerable playing time this
fall after sitting out last
season as Proposition 48 casualties. "We need tailbacks
to come through who have
never played before," said
Ford.
The fullback position is
much more secure with the
junior tandem of Tracy
Johnson and Chris Lancaster
returning for their third full
season together and their performance could stabalize the
backfield in the early part of
the season. Johnson converted on third or fourth-andtwo-or-less in 17 of 18 attempts last season while Lancaster recorded 62 knockdown blocks while he was in
the game.
Ford is looking for the duo
to carry more of the offensive
load this season. "One of our
goals offensively this year is
to improve the per carry figures of our fullbacks," said
Ford. "We need to get thenaverage up to 4.0 per rush."
Johnson and Lancaster combined last season for 737
yards and a 3.5 yards per
carry figure.
Junior Rodney Williams
will return for his third
season as the Tigers signalcaller and this will be the
season fans will find out exactly how well he can run the
option play. Williams won't
be able to turn around to find
a juking runner in Terrence
Flagler or a bullish speedster
in Kenny Flowers standing
behind him. This season
Williams will be the one to
mflkp thinoro k«nnan for bet-

ter or for worse.
Williams probably won't be
asked to throw any more than
he did last year with the
receiver twins of Roulhac and
Williams gone. Replacing the
duo will be Keith Jennings
and Ricardo Hooper. Jennings had 10 receptions for 142
yards last season while
Hooper gained 148 yards on
nine receptions.
John Phillips will lead the
line from his right guard position, giving Williams plenty
of security when he does decide to go to the air.
Phillips had 100 knockdown blocks last season and
led the Tigers to their second
3,000 yard rushing season in
history. "If John Phillips
plays every snap like we are
behind, he will be the best offensive lineman we ever had,"
said Ford.
Pat Williams controls the
left guard spot and the junior
may be worth just as much
praise as Phillips. The
274-pounder can run a 4.77 40
and is one of the reasons the
Tigers allowed only three
sacks last season. Junior Jeff
Bak started every game at
center last year and will
return at the position this fall.
The tackle position is well
stocked with juniors Tyler
Granger, Frank Deluhus and
Tracy Johnson leaves a pair of Georgia Tech defenders in hisj
Jeff Nunamacher all starting
season.
The Tigers defeated Georgia Tech 27-3.
,
at the position at one time or
another last year. James
Coley and Jerome Williams
will fill the shoes of Jim Riggs
at the tight end slot.
The offense's success this
year will ride on Ford's ability
OFFENSE
to find a consistent running
POS
NO NAME
HGT
WFT
back that can find the holes
that the line will produce. The
SE
87 Keith Jennings
6-4
235
line will turn the unit into one
25 Gary Cooper
6-3
190
that will be able to drive the
6 Bruce Taylor
6-2
206
ball down the opponent's
LT
70 Frank Delullis
fr5
280
t-Vimat hv Qpnsnn's «T|H.
71 Ty Granger
6-6
270
54 Danny Sizer
6-5
270
LG
76 Eric Harmon
6-2
260
75 Pat Williams
6-4
275
64 Curtis Whitley
6-2
250
C
60 Jeff Bak
6-2
255
50 Hank Phillips
6-5
244
62 Robbie Chpman
6-6
271
RG
61 John Phillips
6-4
270
74 Pat McKenny
6-2
245
68 David Puckett
6-4
240
RT
78 Jeff Nunamacher
6-2
290
51 Mark Inge
6-3
258
69 Paige Belcher
6-3
275
TE
82 Jerome Williams
6-3
220
89 Dan Pearman
6-2
230
88 James Coley
6-4
245
FLK
26 Ricardo Hooper
5-10
171
7 Chip Davis
5-10
195
29 Fernandez West
6-9
165
QB
13 Rodney Williams
6-2
295
8 Chris Morocco
6-2
191
1 Randy Anderson
6-5
192
FB
42 Tracy Johnson
6-0
230
49 Chris Lancaster
6-0
230
45 Keith Ingram
6-0
220
TB
21 Terry Allen
5-10
193
22 Wesley McFadden
6-0
200
33 Joe Henderson
5-9
185
PK
18 David Treadwell
6-1
165
19 Rusty Seyle
6-1
182

Quarterback Rodney Williams should have plenty of time to Dass this season Th» «i
tensive line a.lowed only three sacks last season and'opS t'hYway lorVve* 3%0 JarSs
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Perry leads tough unit

4
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V

1
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[racks as he gains part of his 81 yards agains the Yellow Jackets last

III. depth chart

DEFENSE
POS
NO
OLB

9
16
46
LT
79
77
81
MG
65
85
73
RT
91
96
90
BAN
12
55
37
WLB
40
14
92
MLB
58
47
38
LC
20
23
39
SS
27
34
35
FS
28
Bo
Allen
31
RC
5
36
32
p
19
2

NAME
James Earle
Wayne Harps
Stacy Fields
Raymond Chavous
J. C. Harper
Otis Moore
Tony Stephens
Mark Drag
Angelo Fox
Michael Dean Perry
Richard McCullough
Vance Hammond
John Johnson
Jesse Hatcher
Clay Gilstrap
Henry Carter
Norman Haynes
Doug Brewster
Vince Taylor
Duane Walker
Chuck O'Brien
Donnell Woolf ord
Bo Allen
Arlington Nunn
Gene Beasley
Matt Riggs
Tony Kennedy
Richard Smith
6-3
Rusty Charpia
James Lott
Jerome Henderson
Crosby Broadwater
Rusty Seyle
Blake Campbell

HGT

WFT

6-5
6-2
6-3
6-5
6-5
6-3
6-3
6-4
6-3
6-1
6-5
6-7
6-3
6-2
6-1
6-2
5-9
6-3

225
210
222
295
265
260
300
255
299
280
257
280
220
210
188
240
210
205
224
220
225
198
200
180
210
198
210
188

5-11

6-2
6-3
5-10

6-3
5-10
5-11

6-1
6-1
5-11

200

Fr.

5-10

180
176
180
179
182
221

5-9
6-0
5-9
6-1
6-4

Clemson's defense over the
years has had The Judge, The
Refrigerator and The Berlin
Wall. In fact, the defense has
never lacked for enforcers at
Clemson.
This year's Tiger defense
doesn't have any nicknames
to scare off the opponents,
but that's okay as far as this
year's group is concerned because their actions should
speak louder than words, as
Danny Ford has assembled
possibly his best defense ever
as Tiger head coach.
The defense returns eight
starters from last year's
group that allowed 104 yards
on the ground and 202 yards
in the air per game against
their opponents, who averaged 35 passing attempts a
game.
Add to the returning starters a couple of incoming freshmen and junior college transfers that could fill the gaps
quite ably and it's not hard to
imagine this year's group as
one of the best Danny Ford
has ever had.
"We do have numbers on
defense, especially in the
defensive line," said Ford.
"We have some good athletes
there and we are three-deep
across the front."
"We need some more consistent play at linebacker and
will be looking for some
youngsters to come through
for us at defensive end, especially bandit end, which is a
key position for us."
Michael Dean Perry will be
the leader on the defensive
front from his tackle position.
The senior recorded 56
tackles last season to go
along with nine sacks and 15
tackles for loss.
According to Ford, Perry
could be a dominant force If
he would concern himself with
playing only his position.

"Michael Dean could be the
best defensive player we have
had at Clemson if he improves
his discipline on the field,"
said Ford. "He needs to
worry about playing just his
position and not everyone
else's."
Besides Perry, Ford has
four other players that participated in at least 185 snaps
last season at the tackle position. Otis Moore and
Raymond Chavous started at
least half of the games last
season while Richard
McCullough and J.C. Harper
also saw extensive action last
season. Chavous is a preseason All-ACC choice by the
Sporting News.
The middle guard position
has two letter winners returning in Tony Stevens and Mark
Drag. Stevens was named the
most improved player on last
year's team when he recorded
54 tackles and four sacks after
having two stops in the three
previous years.
The bandit position is an
area of concern for Ford where
he lost All-ACC Terence Mack
from last year's team.
Heading into fall practice,
Reggie Harris was listed as
the starter. Incoming freshman John Johnson has been
receiving much praise from his
coaches and could see early action at the position.
James Earl is a returning
starter at outside linebacker,
where he was fourth on the
team in tackles last season
with 61 stops and had seven
passes broken up. Junior college transfer Jesse Hatcher
could see action at either the
outside linebacker or bandit
position. Hatcher was the defensive MVP of the National
Junior college All-Star game
last year.
Henry Carter leads the inside linebackers after record-

ing 13 tackles in the Gator
Bowl last season and recording 59 tackles in the season.
Vince Taylor entered fall practice as the starter at the other
linebacker slot after starting
five games last season as a
freshman. Dorian Mariable
should also contribute to the
linebacking corps.
The secondary returns a
year older and a year wiser
after being tested continuously by the opposition last
season. The group held the opposition under 50 percent in
completion percentage for the
season.
Donnell Woolford leads the
secondary from his left cornerback position. Woolford had
12 passes broken up last
season and has received much
praise from his coaches. He
also returned punts for the
Tigers for an eight-yard
average last season.
James Lott wul start at the
right corner position after
starting at cornerback and
free safety last season as a
freshman. He had 46 tackles
and four passes broken up last
season.
Gene Beasley will return as
a starter at free safety.
Beasley is the Tigers top returning tackier after recording
70 stops last season. Richard
Smith was the starter at
strong safety at the beginning
of fall practice after third on
the team in special teams
tackles last season. Rusty
Charpia and Chip Davis could
also see playing time at the
position.
In all, it could be one of the
most talented groups Danny
Ford has ever had to line up on
the defensive side of the ball.
There are very few weak links
and the secondary should
come into its own this season
after being constantly thrown

Opposing quarterbacks can plan on having Michael Dean Perry (91) breathing down
their necks this season.
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Despite problems North Carolina in ACC race
It just hasn't been the same
in Tar Heel country lately.
The once proud Tar Heels
have been beset by problems
in recent years that people
thought they were immune to
for many years.
After being a dominant
force in the ACC in the late
70's and early 80's, North
Carolina has fallen upon
relative mediocrity. They
haven't won an ACC championship since 1980, lost one
star running back to the
USFL, another star running
back to a murder charge and
have generally sent their fans
on a roller coaster ride while
most supporters have been
calling for the dismissal of
head coach Dick Crum.
Well, Dick Crum is back for
another season, much to the
dismay of most Tar Heel fans,

and he will produce a contender this season, even with
all of the adversity that seems
to be facing him. Things may
even resemble some normality with the Tar Heels in contention for the ACC title
when November rolls around.

personnel to face the long
season.
Mark Maye will be the key
cog in the Carolina offensive
machine and as he goes so will
the team. Maye came out of
high school as one of the most
sought after quarterbacks in
the nation and was to be the
leader of the Tar Heels for
four years. However, the
senior is just now realizing his
potential after rotator cuff
ruined most of two seasons.

"I think we're capable of
being an exceptional football
team this fall," said Crum.
"However, we could be a
truly outstanding team and
still not have an especially
great record. That's how difficult our schedule is." To be
sure, the Tar Heels face Oklahoma on the road while taking on Auburn and Illinois at
home along with their regular
conference schedule.

"He's had to change his
throwing motion," Crum
said, "And I don't know if he
will ever be back 100 percent.
But if he'd been healthy I
don't know if we'd had those
two bad seasons."

The schedule isn't one for a
team on the rebound, like the
Tar Heels have been, but it
appears that Crum has the

This season Maye has 16
starters back to support him
and North Carolina could
return to its old ways on

Saturday afternoons.
Sophomore Torin Dorin returns at tailback after
rushing for 101 yards in the
Aloha Bowl last season
against Arizona. Redshirt
freshman Kennard Martin,
who can also handle the
fullback position, could also
see a lot of playing time.
At fullback, James Thompson and Brad Lopp will split
playing time. Lopp missed
the spring game because of an
injury. "I think we have a
good talent at tailback and
our line will be such that we'll
have a solid running game,"
Crum said.
The receiving corps lost the
services of split end Eric
Streater and tight end David
Truit after last season, but
there is still plenty of experience at the positions. Eric

Lewis and Randy Moffit will
fill the flanker position while
Quinton Smith will be the
split end.
Crum will be looking to
shake up his defense after
finishing last in the conference in pass defense last
season. "We played pretty
good defense from 1979-82,
but our defensive staff visited
Florida State and we made a
few changes," Crum said.
"We've steadily gotten worse
since then, so we've gone back
to more of a base set."
Crum will switch the defense from an eight-man front
to a 50 allignment this
season. "I think our talent is
better suited for that and I
think that with ours we will
be a stronger defensive
team," Crum said.

Virginia headed for season they should forget
Things couldn't have got- who've been around, but
ten much worse for Virginia we're also looking at rebuildlast season. After defeating ing the offensive line to a cerSouth Carolina in their season tain degree and finding some
opener, the Cavaliers went on new people for certain areas,
to lose eight out of their next trying to find who's going to
be best where," Welsh said.
ten.
In the midst of their losing "The key for us offensively is
streak, head coach George how well the offensive line
Welsh broke his left leg dur- develops."
Welsh will go with Scott
ing a practice session and was
forced to watch the remainder Secules to direct his offensive
of the season from a wheel- attack. Secules started three
games last season. Secules
chair on the sideline.
The Cavaliers were out- will take over for the departed
scored 315-198 on the season Don Majkowski. Secules comafter having three straight pleted 51 percent of his
winning seasons under passes last season for 956
Welsh. However, it appears yards along with four touchthat the losing ways may downs and seven interhave returned to Virginia for ceptions.
a while at least.
Secules has a duo of exWelsh is optimistic. "On of- perienced players returning
fense we have some people behind him at the running back

WOLFF SUN CENTER
* * Welcome Back Students! * *
s

45 Unlimited Visits
Students Call for Specials
WOLFF SUN CENTER
302 SENECA ROAD
MINI MALL
CLEMSON, S.C.
654-1766

WOLFF
SYSTEM
The Most Trusted Name
in Tanning

positions. Sophomore Durwin
Griggs led the Cavs in rushing
last season with 404 yards
while Kevin Morgan finished
with 377 yards.
The Cavaliers will miss the
sevices of running back Chris
Warren, who was ruled academically ineligible for the
season. Warren was one of the
top punt and kickoff returners
in the nation last year.

Welsh is looking for some
improvements on that side of
the balL "Defensively, we're in
a position that's somewhat
similar to where we were last
year," Welsh said. "We have to
find some defensive linemen
and the secondary is going to
be relatively young."

Welsh has four starters returning on the offensive line to
protect Secules if he does
decide to go to the air. Welsh
does plan to do some switching
in the line like moving defensive lineman Roy Brown to
the offensive side of the ball.

The defense returns nine
starters from last season with
senior defensive end Sean
Scott leading the way. Scott
led Virginia tacklers with 88
stops last year and was a
team co-captain. Sophomore
Ray Savage will start at the
other end position after
handling 69 tackles last
season.

The Cavalier defense allowed
28.6 points per game and

Welsh has the luxury of
depth in the secondary. He

has seven letter winners in
the backfield and returning
starters Eric Clay, Kevin
Cook, and Mike Pettine will
be pushed by the younger
players.
Welsh will be looking for
some new faces in his kicking
game this season. "We have
to find a new place-kicker so
one of our place-kickers has to
come through," Welsh said.
"Joel Dempsy is going to
punt again, but he's going to
be playing a lot of football at
tight end, so we'd like to get
someone else to help him
out."
For Welsh it will be another
long year. He can only hope
that his bones stay in one
piece this season. If that happens the season could be
termed a mild success.

FINE DINING
FOOD
FULL DELIVERY
FUN &THEN UNTIL 11:30 P.M.

SOME

VIDEOGAMES
DARTS
BEER, WINE
SPIRITS
Tailgate Happy Hour
10 a.m.-1 p.m.
$
6 Pitchers!
Drink Specials
6 Nights a Week

"OLE" NORM'S INC.
BUILDING SUPPLIES — HARDWARE — SPORTING GOODS
HWY. 93 & 123

P. O. BOX 966

PHONE (803) 654-1652

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29631
Hours: 7 am - 8 pm Mon. - Sat.

Balsa Wood
25% off

BASH
RIPROCKS!
CALL 654-2274 FOR DETAILS
LOCATED IN THE MINIMALL
FREE PARKING

w/Student ID
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Maryland will rely on offense in early games
Joe Krivac may sound like a
new name in the Maryland
football program, but you've
been seeing his handiwork in
the Maryland offense for the
past five years. Krivac has
been calling the plays for
Maryland's offense for the
past five years and is in his
ninth year at the school while
he waited for his chance to
run the entire program.
He got his chance when
Bobby Ross left Maryland in
frustration in December.
Krivac was named head coach
shortly after Ross' departure
and already has big plans for
his team.
The team won the ACC

championship each year from
1983 to 1985, but finished
2-3-1 last year in ACC competition and finished in fourth
place in the conference standings. This led Krivac to dump
the wide tackle six, a defense
the Terps had used since
1972, and install a multiple
front alignment and a deep
four secondary to try to cut
down on the passing attempts
the competition was taking
against the Terps. "We are

Krivac also has 16 and 43
lettermen returning to attempt a comeback by the Terrapin football program after
last season's disappointing
finish.
Quarterback Dan Henning
returns to lead the Terp offense. Henning completed 196
of 353 passes last season for
2,275 yards and 15 touchdowns. "We feel very comfortable with our record-setting
passer, Dan Henning, and his
backups Neil O'Donnell and
Scot Zolak at quarterback,"
Krivac said.

pleased with the defense's acceptance by the players, but
are concerned by the lack of
The defense took a blow
experience and depth of the
when
it lost three All-ACC
perimeter defense," Krivac
selections in linebacker Chuck
said.

Faucette, lineman Bruce
Mesner and defensive back
Keeta Covington. The three
all-star selections accounted
for 286 tackles last season.
The defensive front returns
intact where Bob Arnold, who
recorded 70 tackles last
season, returns with Robert
Klein and Duane Durham.
"Bob Arnold at nose guard
leads a group of six lettermen
at the three down positions,"
said Krivac.
At linebacker Kevin Walker
is an All-America candidate.
Walker had 120 stops last
season while being noted as
one of the hardest hitters in
the ACC. "Kevin Walker is

one of the most talented
linebackers around and with
Richie Petitbone gives us a
fine pair of starters at inside
linebacker," Krivac said.
Petitbone had 74 tackles from
his inside slot.
The secondary will be
tested this season with
Krivac's new defensive alignment, and Krivac appears
worried about his group in the
backfield. "We really have a
lack of experience in our
perimeter defense," he said.
Krivac could have an excellent first year if his offense
scores the points it is capable
of and if the defensive backfield can come through as a
unit.

Duke gives passing game one more chance
It would seem that Duke
would have learned its lesson
the first time around.
Several years ago the Blue
Devils tried airing the ball out
about 80 percent of the time
with their record-setting
quarterback Ben Bennett.
The Blue Devil's offensive
coordinator was Steve Spurrier and his idea of getting the
ball to the goal line as the
crow flies produced many
yards in offense but very few
wins.
Well, now Spurrier is back
at Duke as the man in charge
after employing his "Banditball" offense for the Tampa
Bay Bandits of the USFL and
Spurrier plans to throw the

ball this season even more
than he did during his stint as
offensive coordinator at
Duke. The sports information
people at Duke have even
labeled this Spurrier offense
as "Airball."
Spurrier feels that passing
the ball is the only way to win
at Duke and he is probably
right. With Duke's tight academic requirements, it is
quite a challenge to recruit
the top-notch athletes Duke
needs to build a quality program. Spurrier's plan at Duke
is to build the team around a
quality quarterback such as
his present signal-caller,
Steve Slay den. However,
even a quarterback like

Slayden will find it hard to
win without a supporting cast
so it will be the same result in
Spurrier's second time around
with Duke's offense, a lot of
yardage, but few wins.
Sleyden will spend most of
his time throwing to senior
wide receiver Doug Green and
senior tight end Jason
Cooper. Green caught 48
passes last year for 608 yards
while Cooper was the league
leader among tight ends with
39 receptions.
The Blue Devil's must find
replacements for its running
backs due to the departure of
tailback Julius Grantham and
fullback Tracy Smith. Stanley
Monk and Wayne Garrison

will compete for the tailback
spot after seeing limited duty
last sason. Monk averaged
6.3 yards per carry last
season while Garrison averaged 4.8 yards per attempt.
The defense should be improved after allowing an
average of 26 points a game
last season. Ten starters
return and Spurrier is hoping
the leadership provided by
the defense will turn the team
into a winner. "Defensively
we'll rely on an overall team
concept for success," Spurrier
said. "We should be tough to
run against and we're working on some new coverages in
the pass defense."
The only player missing

from the defense is firstround draft pick Mike Junkin.
However, Jim Godfrey will
return as one of the best
linebackers in the conference
this season. Godfrey had 100
tackles last season and had
ten games where he collected
10 tackles or more. George
Edwards will be in the picture
at linebacker as will senior
Andy Andreasik.
Tne defense could provide
the Blue Devils with some
great moments as could the
passing game. However, the
Devils have a lack of depth at
the receiver position and the
line must develop or it could
be another long year in
Durham.
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Tech has new beginning with Bobby Ross
When Bobby Ross left the
University of Maryland, he
said that he was through with
college football and would
never return to it again. A
year that saw the death of
Len Bias and his own "run for
glory" after an ACC official,
after the North Carolina
game, along with the university's refusal to promise him
any improvements in the facilities, caused him to pack
his bags and leave the program he had rebuilt.
However, less than a month
after vowing never to coach
another college game and
accepting a position with the
Buffalo Bills, Ross was again
on the college scene as the
head coach at Georgia Tech

when Bill Curry left Tech for
Alabama. According to Ross,
there was at Tech the chance
to rebuild a program that he
was unfamiliar with, and this
time the school would be
behind him, unlike the situation at Maryland.

all positions were open and he
hopes to make the players
more competitive down the
stretch this year. Ross is
planning to make the offense
more pass-oriented this season, and he hopes to return
Tech to the days when the
"Black Watch" really hit
hard.
"I think it's very important
to establish the big-play
threat with the pass, and we
need to establish an attitude
in our offense that we can
make up some ground," Ross
said. Last season Tech ran the
ball almost 80 percent of the
time.
Tech's quarterback situation is up in the air with Rick
Storm, Darrell Gast and Todd

Ross will have his work cut
out for him this season. He
never played the Rambling
Wreck in his years at
Maryland, so he knew very
little about the program when
he accepted the job. Also,
Tech is coming off a season
where they blew a sure bowl
bid with season-ending losses
to Wake Forest and Georgia
as they settled for a 5-5-1
mark.
Ross stated last spring that

Rampley battling for the job
last spring. Storm was the
starter in 10 games last season and completed 52 percent
of his passes for 1,011 yards.
Gast completed 54 percent of
the passes he threw. Rampley
sat out last season as a redshirt. "We wanted to go into
the fall with a starter already
designated so the offense
would know exactly who was
leading them," Ross said.
Ross hopes that he will be
able to turn to his defense to
provide the support that his
young offense will need this
season. Tech returns nine
starters on defense and it
should be a group that can
take up some slack for the
offense.

Ricardo Ingram leads a
very good group at the defensive back positions. Ingram
turned down professional
baseball to return for his
senior season in football and
baseball at Tech. Ingram tied
for the team lead in tackles
last fall as well as tying for
second in the country in punt
returns.
The defense should be the
key to Tech's success under
their new coach as it may take
a while for his wide open offensive scheme to click. "We
are not going to be the type of
team that will be able to dominate the line of scrimmage
like Oklahoma, but if our offensive players do their job
this year, we could win quite a
few games," Ross said.

Sheridan faces real test this year at State
Now comes the acid test for
NC State and Dick Sheridan.
As if Sheridan hasn't already
proven he can make winners
out of any team, he must face
one of his biggest challenges
ever this season.
NC State fans were dancing
in the aisles last September
when the Wolfpack rested on
top of the Atlantic Coast conference after a televised v^i
over Clemson. The Wolfpack
had a new attitude that carried them to heights thought
unreachable before the season
started. And although they
were a half game back of the
Tigers in the ACC standings
at season's end, it was some
kind of a year up in Raleigh.

But while Athletic Director
Jimmy Valvano was hugging
and kissing everyone in sight
after the win over the Tigers,
Dick Sheridan remained calm.
Head coach Dick Sheridan
seemed unphased by all the
hoopla, for to him winning
just seems to come naturally
and there seems to be no
reason that it won't continue
at NC State.
After a successful stint at
Furman University, it probably came as only a small surprise to see him win at NC
State.
But this year provides the
real test for Sheridan. Most
people are predicting his team
to finish this season where

they should have finished last
year, in the bottom half of the
ACC standings.
The task seems even more
formidable for Sheridan with
the loss of ACC Player of the
Year Eric Kramer. Sheridan
also lost a pair of All-ACC
kickers in Mike Cofer and Kelly
Hollodick. The Pack also
loses linebackers Pat Teague
and Kelvin Crooms.
All of the factors add up to
a rough year for the Pack,
never mind the welcome they
can expect from fans in Tigertown and Columbia after last
year's party.
However, you won't hear
Sheridan complaining, but
then one could barely hear

him when the Pack was winning as his demeanor remained
the same throughout the
hoopla last season produced.
Sheridan may have a quarterback who is just as talented
as Kramer in redshirt freshman Preston Poag.
Poag, who also punts and
attracted much interest as a
baseball player, is ready to fill
the shoes of Kramer. Poag is
more of a running great than
Kramer was, which makes
him perfect for Sheridan's option game.
Sheridan will look to converted linebacker Bobby
Crumpler and Todd Varn to
fill the load at tailback.
Sheridan is esDeriallv hisrh on

Varn's bullish style at the
spot. The tandem will have to
help Poag through the early
season as he develops as a
major-college quarterback.
Poag will have All-ACC wide
receiver Nasrallah Worthen
to throw to when necessary,
which could become very
often when Poag becomes
more comfortable in the passdefenseless ACC.
"The success of our team in
1987 will, to a large extent,
be determined by how our
younger, inexperienced
players can fill the key vacancies on offense and defense,"
Sheridan said.
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COMPUTER
SHORT COURSES
1987 FALL SEMESTER
The Consulting and Technical Services (CTS) staff will be presenting a number of different short courses during the 1987 Fall Semester, i
CTS short courses are non-credit offerings open to all in the academic community. These courses are free of charge, and we encourage all
interested persons to attend.
You MCIST register in person during the three-week period preceding the class. To register, come by the CTS Help Desk at the Computer
Center, which is located in the basement of Poole Agricultural Center (P&AS Building). Regular Help Desk hours are Mon-Fri, 8 am -11:30
pm; Sat, 12 noon -6 pm; and Sun, 6 pm -11:30 pm.
Listed below are 32 short courses that will be offered through CTS:
1000
1015
1025
1050
1075
1200
1205
1210
1250
1280
1310
1400
1500
1700
2090
2280

Intro to Clemson University Computer Services
Intro to the IBM-PC and PC-DOS
Intro to the DEC Rainbow 100 with CP/M-86/80
Intro to the DEC Rainbow 100 with MS-DOS
Intro to the Macintosh
Intro to BITNET
Micro/Mainframe Communications with KERMTT
Intro to Using VAX
Using Computer Terminals to Write and Run Programs
Data Analysis with Speakeasy
Running Batch Jobs on Clemson's Mainframe (JCL)

Intro to ULTRIX
Intro to SURAnet
Intro to Mainframe Text Formatting Using DCF
Intermediate PC DOS (MS DOS) "
Writing Programs with Speakeasy

2410
2500
2600
2605
2610
2630
2700
2800
2820
3500
3600
3630
3680
3700
3710
3750

Using FORTRAN on Clemson's Mainframe
C Programming for Programmers
Intro to the SAS Language for Research Purposes
Intro to the SAS Language for Administrative Purposes
Statistical Analysis Using SAS
Using SAS Interactively at a Terminal
Intermediate DCF
Graphics Hardware

Graphics Software
Using VAST (the Vector Processor) on Mainframe
Advanced SAS
Maps: Doing them with SAS/GRAPH
Plots, Charts, and Slides: SAS/GRAPH
Advanced Features of DCF
Fonts, Special Symbols, and Underscoring Using DCF
Producing Theses and Dissertations using DCF

For more information and to register come by the CTS Help Desk (3494).
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